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County to Begin D.W.I. Program 
. . by Dianne Williams which advised District Attor- alcohol abuse. Both programs organization which stands for 
A new education and treat- ney Jim Joch on this new will be offered to individuals Prevent Alcohol Related 
ment program for drivers program. Other committee for a fee which will be deter- Killing In Tompkins. A similar 
arrested while intoxicated will members are Coach Jim But- mined on a sliding scale, she alcohol treatmem program 
begin Nov. 30 in Tompkins terfield of I.C. and said. now exists in Syracuse. 
County. professionals from several dif- The value of the program to PARKIT organization is one 
The Turning Point Program, f erent fields. arrested drivers is two-fold, in a network of organizations 
sponsored by the Tompkins Butterfield said that his in- said Feldman. First, the around the country. Feldman 
County District Attorney's Of- volvement with the advisory education and treatment in the said it is her hope that students 
fice, has been designed to help board is a result of his own per- area of alcohol abuse will within the Ithaca Community 
drivers after their first arrest sonal experience with young benefit the individual and will spread and support similar 
for driving while intoxicated. people. There are many impor- hopefully prevent further programs in their home com-
A.ccording to 1.C. Professor tant aspects of the program, alcohol abuse. Secondly, munities. 
Margaret Feldman, the inten- Butterfield said, and the_ most voluntary enrollment and Feldman emphasized the 
Dr. Margaret Feldman tion of this program is to important aspect is "the early completion of the program can benefits of such a program for 
Coach .Jim Butterfield 
photos by Ben Norton · 
educate and/or treat the drunk identification of the problem serve to reduce sentencing first time offenders who enroll. 
driver before there is an oppor- drinker." •when the charges are brought Feldman said she believes this 
tunity for a second offense. The Alcoholism Council will to court. program will scrveas a deterrent 
This new plan will be offered interview the arrested person In the past, Feldman said, to the Ithaca Community. 
to anyone who is arrested while and decide on the seriousness arrested drivers in Tompkins "This program is a recognition 
driving under the influence of of their involvement with County often used plea by the DA and citizens that this 
alcohol for the ficst time, said alcohol, said Fek'man. bargaining to reduce sent en- is now a serious problem," said 
Feldman. After the arrest, the Feldman said there will be cing. This new program will Feldman, "and now they won't 
driver will be given the oppor- two programs offered: one for · lessen any chances of plea be able to get away with plea 
tunity to enroll in a program treatment of people who have bargaining before judges. bargaining." 
given by the Alcoholism Coun- serious alcohol-related This program was brought to 
cilofTo_mpkinsCouniy. problems and one which will the district attorney by 
Feldman is on the committee emphasize education on PARKIT, a Tompkins County 
~ . 
The Centrex System 
Cost vs. Conveience 
by Ron Ginsburg 
More questions are being 
raised about the soon to be in-
stalled campus phone system. 
A report compiled late last 
year by the StudentCongress 
Executive Board elect charged 
that "the removal of the 
residence hall centrex system 
would not only stifle intra-
campus communication and 
jeopardize the number of 
readily available facilities to 
contact safety and security, but 
would also shift an added 
financial burden directly on the 
students.'' 
Dr. Correriti, vice-president 
of student affairs, stated "An 
increasing number of students 
each year are installing their 
own phones. Cost was the 
biggest factor in the removal of 
the Centrex system_." Accor-
ding to Corren ti, during the last 
three academic years tuition, 
room and board rose less than 
five percent -ct"espitethe hig~ in_-
tlation rate. 1 n1s year's in-
crease was kept at around eight 
percent, still below the tuition 
increases at most other p"rivate 
colleges. Correnti said, "The 
removal of the Centrex System 
is one or' the ways we are attem-
pting to be more cost-conscious 
. ! ap,d manage our resources bet-
:' 0Wr. Ultimately that shakes \:Jt down to lower costs for studen-
ts." 
According to David Lord, 
former director of business ser-
vices, the phone system is ex-
pected to save the college $2.2 
million over the next ten years. 
Jim Leech, studentcongress 
president, charged that last 
year there was an "attempt by 
the administration not to get 
student input on the issue 
because the administration 
knew what the reaction would 
be." · Leech said "The ad-
ministration did not feel last 
year's student government was 
responsible enough to handle 
the issue." Leech also said the 
student council is building up 
its credibility with the college 
by laying a new foundation for 
itself. 
Correnti denied that im-
proprieties took place and said 
students were informed 
through proper student gover-
nment channels. ''The Cam-
pus Life Committee discussed 
ir several times last year and 
students were involved." 
Correnti said, "A report was 
made to the oStudent Congr~_s_~ 
by last year's CLCChaiiman, 
Ned Waterbury." 
A memo issi1M last January 
to the CLC from Lord stated, 
"1100 rooms are equipped with 
private phones which is an in-
crease from 300 _ phones two 
years ago. There are a number 
of advantages of private 
phones in student rooms. 
Private phone service is 
available for about $5 per mon-
th. Students would continue to 
be encouraged to subscribe to 
private phone service for their 
rooms with New York 
Telephone." 
photo by Ben Norton 
Quad Lighting Considered 
by Ron G1nsburg r, 
Wednesday, Nov.· 5 the 
Campus Life Committee 
(CLC), responsible for in-
vestigating and making 
recommendations for the im-
provement of life on campus, 
discussed a proposal for 
lighting the inner academic 
quad. 
According to Abigail 
! DeLoache, chairperson of the 
CLC, "The committee is now 
in the process of pulling 
together our information con-
cerning a campus lighting 
project and presenting it to 
Dr. Correnti." Lisa Schreter, 
student con.gress vice-president 
of communications and a CLC 
member, said, "the issue of 
campus lighting needs to be ad-
dressed more strongly.'' 
Upon receiving the CLC 
report, Correnti will submit 
his recommendation to the 
Budget Committee, which is 
currently planning the 1981-82 
fiscal year. The $20-25,000 
proposal will be considered 
along with other requests later 
this month. If the approval is 
granted, "construction could 
not take place until next sum-
m,er at the earliest," said 
· Deloache. 
Last year, the issue was 
brought up when a group of 
students expressed their con-
cerns about dark areas on cam-
pus to the CLC. As a result, a 
subcommittee on campus 
lighting was formed to in-
vestigate and make recommen-
dations. 
The subcommittee deter-
mined the area between the 
Union and Dillingham Center, 
the inner academic quad, to he 
the first and highest priority for 
safety lighting. The subcom-
mittee further recommended 
that the college begin thi~ 
lighting impravement im-
mediately. 
Dr. J. David Hammond, 
Health Center medical direc-
tor, said "Overthe years, we 
have seen a significant numher 
of sprained ankles and other in-
juries that appear to be due to 
poor lighting. Although there 
have not yet been any per,onal 
attacb, that potential exi,t, 111 
dark area, on campu,." 
Hammond also ,aid, "pcorle 
,hould wat1·l1 for potential in-
1urie, in ,liprery and/or unlit 
arca1,. ,, 
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Are you planning to participate in the Food Fast? 
photos by Ben Norton 
Marianne Lindberg, 
Recreation 
Sure, I'll fast. Macke 
make~ ~: ill anywat. 
'81 Gordon Janow, '83 Business 
No, because I think I am 
food hungrier than they are. 
. Craig Brandes, '82 Psychology 
: All human beings should 
I' sacrifice some of their self of this crucial time in our world 
I c;o to make the future brighter 
I for all. 
I 
I 
I Arny Krause,'82-Sociology 
1 Yes, I am. 
Bob DiPietro, '81 Business 
I'm fasting right now, because 
I do11·1 ha\'!! any money fo_r 
fol)ll. 
... 
Laura Levine, '81 Drama 
No, I don't think so. A girl 
asked me, but I don't everi 
know what it is. But now that 
I know what it is, I will. It's 
obviously a good_thing to_g.o. 
Doug Rivkin, '81 Business 
It sounds like a good cause, 
I'd like to help out. I'll resort 
to my usual liquid diet. 
Heidi Kahline, '82 History 
I am definitely going to par-
ticipate in the food fast. I 
think it's a worthy cause. 
They need the money more 
than we do. 
: ". \ 
' ' • ' ' • I 
'\ . , .... . : ,, .. ,.. ': . ,' 
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EDITORIAL 
Recent policy changes in Tompkins County for the treatment of those 
charged with drunken driving will benefit the en tire Ithaca community. 
Were those who drive drunk responsible only for their own injuries, such a 
program would be worthy of laud. The reality, however, is that when a driver 
is under the influence of an intoxicant, all are jeopardized. At nearly any time 
of day, one bears the risk of encountering a drunken driver on the road. This 
renders the program not only /audible, but necessary. 
The identification of motorists as potential problem drinkers at their first 
offense lessens the danger to the community somewhat. In addition one can 
no longer escape responsibility for offenses through· plea bargaining. 
· Violators can receive instructiQn concerning their responsibilities as 
drinkers and as drivers, facing the consequences of their own behavior. 
Asa result, the offender and the population receive protection. 
Accidents caused by drunken drivers should be of particular concern to 
Ithaca College. The incidence of such mishaps is. high among students,and it 
is the duty of every student to sway others from irresponsible actions. 
Because students endanger the community at a higher rate than other 
populations, obligation to_ the Ithaca community to reform is heightened. 
Especially in Ithaca, there is no reason to drive while drinking. The campus 
_doesn't lie that jar from downtown, and public transpo,:tation is available on 
weekend nights. If alcohol consumption is the goal of a group, one person 
could abstain in order to drive. When without a capable driver, -the services 
of Parkit can be utilized. 
With proper implementation, Tompkin County's Turning Point Program_ 
will help those with drinking p rob/ems and relieve the community of some of 
the risks pervading due to previously unassumed responsibilities. · 
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'The Politics of Tenure:· 
To The Editor: 
This is a report about a 
meeting that occurred on 
Friday, October 24 in the of-
fice of Tom Longin, Dean of 
Humanities and Sciences. 
Three of us--Harvey Fireside, 
Martin LaForse, and Peter 
Kardas--had made the appoin-
tment with Dean Longin in 
order to discuss his 
deliberations on the tenure of 
Glenn Altschuler as well as the 
larger 'issues of institutional 
need, e'dQcational quality, and 
the issue of . faculty par-
ticipation in decision-making. 
As many of you know, Glenn. 
Altschuler's tenure is being 
decided this year, and his 
record as teacher·, advisor, 
colleague, writer and resear-
cher is so impressive that he. 
would seem to be a shoo-in for 
tenure. But in actual fact, 
there have been fQr some time 
now disturbing indications 
that a judgment has been 
already rendered against Alt-
schuler, that his situation has 
been deemed hopeless because 
of a 100 percent tenure rule 
and a concept called in-
stitutional need. It was to ex-
press our concern about these 
matters and to hear Dean 
Longin's views of them tha,t 
we made the appointment with 
him. 
We discussed with him first 
the use of bureaucratic logic in 
Altschuler's case. This logic 
looks like this: a possible 
problem exists with serious 
future declines in enrollment; 
therefore, we as a college must 
be careful about tenuring 
faculty. and should tenure no.· 
more than a certain percentage 
of the faculty in any school or 
department; since Altschuler is 
in a department that is all 
tenured but for him, he should 
not be tenured, · no matt~r 
what his personal qualities are, 
and no matter what con-
tributions he has been making 
to the college as a whole. The 
quality of an individual, in 
other words, and the way that 
i1;1dividual helps to constitute 
the college, should· be of no 
importance in administrative 
deliberations. The existence 
of a rule--no 100 percent 
tenured departments--makes 
unqecessary any judgment on 
the merits of an individual. 
The individual is seen as a· 
case--X who occupies position 
Z--and no more. 
The discussion of 
bureaucratic logic led us into a 
· review of both institutional 
need and of ethics. The three 
of us agreed with Dean Longin 
that the needs of the overall 
institution must be considered 
when dealing with a particular 
individual, but we differed on 
.how such needs are to be un-
'derstood. Here is an in-
dividual who makes outstan-
ding contributions to the 
college in a number of ways: 
along with being a fine 
teacher, he also takes great 
care as an advisor (for instan-
ce, ne writes to former ad-
visees who have dropped out 
of school), encourages his . 
fellow faculty members to do 
writing and research that 
they've been reluctant to un-
dertake, makes guest presen-
tations at a variety of oc-
'casions on the I.C. campus, at 
Cornell, and in the larger 
community, meets with paren-
ts when they come to town, 
and so on. He is, in other 
words, someone who himself 
appears to be an institutional 
need; for the sake of 
education, scholarship, and 
good citizenship, the in-
Inter Fraterllity 
Council Coininents 
To The Editor: 
This letter is to bring several 
points to your attention re·gar-
ding the October 9' article 
about the Inter · Fraternity 
Council and other Greek con-
cerns covered by Ithacan 
reporters. 
The reporters that have been 
writing the articles about the 
Greeks appear, through their 
writing, to have · little 
knowledge of the Greeks and 
the l.F.C. at Ithaca College. 
None of the reporters have 
spoken to Irie about getting in-
formation which they seem to 
have needed. As the l.F.C. 
President, I would appreciate 
and welcome inquiries by 
reporters in the future. 
The October 9 article stated 
that "there are eight Greek 
organizations" on campus. 
Only six were named by the 
reporter. The two omitted 
were Sigma Alpha Iota, an 
academic fraternity for 
women in music, and Gamma 
Delta Pi, a social service 
sorority. The article also 
stated that the I.F.C. does not 
"give out sentences or fine" 
the Greeks. The I.F.C. does 
levy penalties for infractions, 
outlined in !he 1.F.C. con-
stitution, which cover various 
areas of Greek life. The 
I.F.C. definition of hazing 
was complete at the time of the 
article and not "currently" 
being written. Also, the 
I.F.C. is not "forming a 
committee· of both faculty and 
students alike to determine the 
role of Greeks." I believe that 
the reporter was refering to the 
subcommittee to review Greek 
life that has been formed by 
the Campus Life Committee. 
The sub-committee includes 
faculty, administration and 
students in its membership. 
It is my opinion that these 
mistakes are due to 
carelessness. If the reporter 
would have taken time to con-
sult sources and write 
carefully, the mistakes, 
· hopefully, would not have oc-
curred. In the future I hope 
Ithacan reporters will use my 
suggestions to help future ar-
ticles concerning Greek life. 
Th:lnk you. 
Sincerely, 
Nathan Finch 
Ethics and Institutional Need 
stitution needs to have the 
likes of him around. The con-
cept of institutional need must 
be broad enough to permit the 
.retention of a Glenn Alt-
schuler at Ithaca College. If it 
isn't, then the concept must be 
modified--it isn't - producing 
the kinds of results in practice 
that we in the institution 
desire. Rather, it appears that 
the administration is prepared 
to modify the lives of various 
individuals.on campus and the 
educational environment itself 
in order to save the present 
narrow definition of in-
stitutional need. Teaching, 
learning, people, and life all 
matter, but particular concep-
ts only matter to the extent 
that they foster those things. 
They should be discarded or 
modified when they help en-
courage destruction rather 
than creation in the environ-
ment to which they are ap-
plied. 
This raised, in turn, the 
matter of ethics in an in-
stitution. As faculty mem-
bers. we all kn0w that ethical 
conduct towards our students 
and towards each other is 
essentail · for a healthy 
educational environment. Our 
ethical development, in turn, We pointed out to Dean 
will be nurtured or hindered Longin that the dismissal of 
depending upon the structured people like Altschuler is hard 
ethics of the environment that on the morale of tenured and 
we inhabit. In the case of Alt- untenured faculty alike. Un-
schuler, the Dean argued that tenured faculty see the treat-
mistakes were made years ago ment that the Altschlers get, 
in too freely granting tenure to and despair and cycnicism can 
faculty, and that now the set in. This affects a person's 
college had to make up for expectations about the future, 
,previous errors. We conceded which in turn affects how that 
that this might be the case, but person acts in the present. 
we argued that particular in- Tenured faculty despair of 
dividuals should not be asked befriending younger faculty 
to make up for previous members, for these people 
mistakes in policy. If means who might become valuable to 
·had to be found to correct them and to others will one 
such errors, then let those day have to leave. It seems to 
means not be the cause of new then be best not to care too 
mJustices. This may mean much, see too much, or think 
modifying the tenure system to too much. For people who arc 
include something like rolling paid in part for their 
contracts, and this would be knowledge, awareness, and 
,favored by many faculty sensitivity, this can obviou,ly 
members. Perhaps that would make an already difficult ·ask 
be desirable. But since such a even more difficult. Coller.ial 
modification has not yet oc- relations decline, and morale 
curred, we must take care of sinks. 
those whose contributions are Morale can sink further 
valuable under the system that when it appears that hiring 
now exists. In the case of Alt- policies are based strictly on 
schuler, that means tenure. enrollment df'mands. This can 
He was hired on a tenure · encourage departments to 
track, he fulfilled the · cater their courses to present 
requirements of tenure, he study interests, so as to show 
should be granted tenure. continued 011 paf!.e 5 
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FACELIFt 
(Before) ($59 Later) 
With Bausch & Lomb Soflens Contacts, 
you do something nice for your ~yes and give 
your whole face a lift. 
Now you can finally switch from glasses to famous 
Bausch & Lomb Sofleris® Contacts at a beautiful low price. 
Of course we carry all _!11ajor brand~ including the new 
''Astigmatics''. 
Don't change your face. Change to contacts. 
EXPIRES: DEC 15, 1980 
:-············ Save $10 ............... , 
• • I ON ANY FRAME 0/ER $25 ! 
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• • 
···················~·····················-Amerkan Vision Centers 
PYRAMID MALL, Ithaca · 257-1453 
WE HONOR AMERICAN EXPRESS AND ALL MAJOR CREOtT CARDS 
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Photojour~~li~m Ethics: 11t~~:~~µ~;g~d : 
To The Editor: - · , 1c event, Ross Cameron shouldi To The Editor: ~ · ,lectur~s are usually assig~ed to just showing up to get their 
THE_ITHACA!'t'.l 
I am pot an angry person,,- remember that he is still on the - I w~~l~lik~to~ckn?wledge be there rather t~an commg on. pictures and stories and go 
however, Ross Cameron's let- Ithaca College campus. The and respond , to Ross a voluntary basis. That they home. More to the point, 
ter infuriated me with his c?urtesy involved in taki!}g Cameron's angry letter to The ~re often not interested at all however, is my strong feeling' 
misguided representation of pictures for campus· Ithacan. The impact of m the substance of the events · that their indifference does not 
Ithaca College's "mass publications differs from the· students using photographic they cover is, I believe, regret- license them to act with insen- · 
media." Ross Cameron's let- aggression needed when com- media at the lectures by Sheila 'tably all too evident from their sitivity toward~ speakers and 
ter was a self-defensive peting the best sh_ots_with net- Rowbotham and Frank behavior; but perhaps Mr. their audiences. And it was 
response to Joel Savishinsky's work cameramen. IBonamie, which I raised in my Cameron's affirmatwn of; ;the insensitive behavior of 
(Associate Professor of An-1 Disturbances- by original letter, touches on a their indifference is something 'media students not the fact of 
thropology) October 30 continuously clicking number of specific and general of a clarification. This ad- their presence 'that I obiected 
Ithacan letter. Savishinsky ." cameras and flashing lights questions which Mr. Cameron mission of his does, however, to. ' _ . 
expounded the need for lee- app:irently distracted speakers and I do not see eye to eye on. see'!1 to contradict his ?wn _ Mr. Ca9'1eron spends 
tu res to be centered around the Sheila Rowbotham and Frank tMr. Cameron seems to con- nol!on of what , he thmks much of his letter talking 
audience rather than to be a Bonamie. Perhaps the lectures sider anger :a virtue, and sar- "makes this country great," about his own skills and 
drill for aspiring photojour- would have perked up to such casm a substitute for substan- namely, that "one does not growth as a photographer. 
nalists. After all, what is the a degree without these media· cc. Like his unquestioned have to attend events that are Unfortunately, neither Mr. 
purpose of campus lectures? intruders that even a callous assumption that "bigger is of no interest to him." On the Cameron's photographic work 
Whether or not a lecture is camerman would have had the better," he betrays a convic- · questionable assumption that or his ego was the subject of 
fascinating for a photographer inclination to listen. A · tion that being opinionated this is what makes Am~rica my letter. When he stops long 
shooting for bigger (and bet- speaker talks because she/he- makes one sound great, it suggests to me tpat , enough in his tirade to can-
ter) c~luloid glory is not the has something to say, not knowledgeable. On the con- people who cover public ev~- sider the two events which 
question as Ross Cameron because the Cayugan or Ithaca trary, it often sounds only ts, and those who assign them were under discussion, he 
seems to believe. There are College News might publish a petulant, and confuses asser- to do this, would be acting basically concedes that both of 
people that do attend lectures glorious photograph. People tiveness with thoughtfulness. more accordance with my specific complaints were 
out of interest. Some people go to lectures. to learn, not Nevertheless, there is some Cameron's idea of the well-founded. In one case he 
are interested in British because pictures in the year- value in continuing our American spirit if they paid apologizes for the behavior of 
Feminist Issues and/or Native book or the event will elicit dialogue, for it helps to clarify more attention to the personal the student whom he assigned 
Indian land claims because memories 20 years later. how different people can ap- tastes and interests of their to photograph Sheila 
these issues are important. Besides disturbing the speaker, proach the very concept of· reporters and photographers. Rowbotham's talk, 
The lectures were not held as the audience loses· by endless responsibility: First the They might even get better acknowledging that he would 
forums for editors to allocate interruptions--slamming doors sp~cifics. coverage of the events if media have acted differently had he 
their subordinated and obstructed views. At the Mr. Cameron informs .people actually cared about himself been the 
photographers to experiment Arena Theatre, Sheila us that photographers the issues at stake rather than continued on paKe 6 
with a roll of film. Rowbotham had cameras present at events s·uch as 
~etrying_torecordanacaden:_i-_ continued on paR,e 16 Rowbotham's and Bonamie's 
. 
nlSWEEKEND 
YOU'RE AS GOOD AS HOIIE 
ON GREYHOUND. 
. With corwenient, economical 
Fridaydeparb.res and &may reuns. 
Weekends.this school year can be the best travel time ever with 
gol~·home bargains from Greyhound. And, as always,· whenever you 
go Greyhound, you get the comfort, convenience, and rellablllly we're 
famous for. 
Just check the schedules below for the Greyhound routes going 
your way. Most schedules stop at.convenient suburban locatiOlll, Call 
your local Greyhound representative for Info nation.and you're as 
good as home. · 
LY lthlca. NY 
lv Cornell (Stlt1 & Mitchell) 
Ar New Yorlc, NY 
Al ~-Island (Hempstead) 
~ 
ITHACA COI.J,.EGE 
3:15 PIITI --
3:20 PII 
4:35 flll 
_..1 .... ,. 
''-'lli1 ra 3:4D PM 
tGD PII 3:45 PM 
5:30 FIi t15 PM 
7:00 FIi 
fv~ Lv 8:45fll 4:00N '2:45N Lv NYC 12:01 PM t~1 ~PM ~PM ~N ~PII 
111
- 3:10 PM 5:15 Pit 8:25 N 5:51 PII' 
Schedules operate every weekend with the exception of holida~s. exam week · 
and semester brE?Sk. Prices and schedules subject to change. Some service ' 
requires reservations. . , 
Student Trustee 
'.ToTheEditor: welcomes Input 
As the recently appointed 
Student Trustee, I would like 
to use. your newspaper as a 
forum to reach the entire 
'Ithaca College student body. 
As a member of the Board of 
Trustees, I am partially 
responsible for the policies of 
·the college. As such, I am 
concerned with getting input 
from the student body as to 
what they think of college 
policies. 
1 
I would like very much to 
hear from any student who has 
1 
a concern or problem with 
policies. I an willing ·to listen 
to any ideas and to bring valid 
complaints before the Board 
at our next meeting in 
February. Thus, while I do 
nof specifically represent the 
student body on the Board, I 
am the only student on the 
Board and am in the best 
position to understand student 
views. 
In conclusion, invite 
anyone who has a concern to 
come and speak to me in the 
_Student Government Office 
on Wednesdays from 3-4 or 
Thursdays from 10-1 l. If you 
cannot come at these times, 
leave a message and l will con-
tact you. 
Steve Hansler 
Student Trustee 
_Parkfng-_a,Matter 
of Camp~s S<Jfety 
· fo The Editor: when I've come home 
Parking on campus has anywhere after 10 pm. This 
.become a problem for system of parking seems to in-
everyone involved. Seniors vite trouble. T~e lights along 
and commuting students feer these paths from the lot are 
inconvenienced by illegally not consistently lit to their 
parked cars in certain lots. potential which just 
But my personal complaint aggravates the situation. 
stems from Slot. · I am pleading with Safety· 
As a freshman, I am con- and Security to re-evaluate the 
stantly reminded of how present system of desigljl.ating 
"luckf' I am to be allowed to parking areas. This is college. 
have a car on campus. State Don't you think the games of 
schools . don't permit fresh~ "upper classmen deserve 
men. But I didn't pay $8,000· more" should be left back in 
to. _be . given state school high school'? After all, we all 
privileges. claim to be adults and we 
I I live in. the "Towers and definitely all pay the same must park m S lot. . Jo me price. If a new parking area there doesn't seem to be much ,next to the East Tower would lo_gic 'in the distribut!on of help alieviate the fright of 
stickers. _One would thmk the freshmen girls, I believe it 
surroundmg J, H, G, and even. would be· well worth the ex-
T lots would furnish enough pense. Perhaps a committee 
spots for all Towers of LC. students could discuss 
l drivers, f!eshmen as the alternative possibilities well a~ seniors...:, But I with the -members of Safety 
am mamly . upset about the and Security. If this is at all 
present po!1cy enforced by I feasible, I'd like to invite'them 
Safety and Security be~ause of I to contact me. . 
my knowledge of the high rape · Thank you for your time 
, rate found on the I. ~· cam- and consideration. You may 
pus .. _As a freshman girl I am:.print my· nallle and address 
petnfied to walk on campus I with this letter if you'd like 
afte.r ~a_rk. I h~ve found it a I because I . feel very strongly 
temfymg expenence to walk concerning this issue. 
alone f_rom ~y car to my room . Lisa Marie Stevens 
' 
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Ph~to-Editor Respond~ to Cameron 
OpEd Response - Although I agrte with Ross causing as little disturbance to that "none of the least posted on the door, of 
by Ben Norton that the student from WICB- the lecturer or audience as photographers seemed to be at the lecture hall. I feel that 
Having read Ross TV should have sought per- possible. In the event that the all interested in the substance before Savishimky reprimand, 
Cameron's reply to Joel mission previous to the Ice- photographer must leave of her talk, which they did not media students for pre~urn-
Savishinski's letter, I would ture, I disagree with his point early, the departure should be stay for." I was taking the ptuous or insensitive behavior 
like to present my opinion on that he would have filmed the made as discretely as possible. pictures for the "Ithacan," at he should aquaint himself with 
media students and LC. I do event regardless of the per- · Besides taking the pictures that lecture. I left the lecture certain media consideratiom, 
not agree with Ross that it is mission reply. unobtrusively, it is important early not because I was not in- such as deadlines. 
"common sense ... (to) get as Ross writes that' con- to show respect for the lee- tcrested, but because I had to In short, although Savishin-
close to the subject as sidcration can be a waste of his turer, regardless of whether get back to my darkroom to ski and Cameron both have 
possible." Surely Ross is time. I beJieve consideration the presentation is absorbing develop and print for the oversights in their letters, both 
aware of telephoto lenses, to be of paramount importan- or entertaining. paper the following day. A also bring up valid points. It i, 
made for situations in which ce. Furthermore, I would also like to make writer, however, remained. imperative that events arc 
the photographer cannot move photographers should arrive some points about Savishin- Bonamic's request concerning covered adequately and cour-
as close to the-subject as he or early and find a seat from ski's letter. In reference to the the presence of media should teously by media students. 
she mighL!ike t,o. which they can shoot pictures, Rowbotham lecture, he said . have been made public, or at 
- - . 
*Tenure 
continued from page 3 
inaividual's merits in relation 
to the educational needs of the 
college. By no means does this 
mean that tenure would be 
granted willy-nilly, for that 
would assume that faculty ad 
irresponsibly in these matters. 
higher enrollment figures and_. 
therefore, the need for extra 
faculty. This, in turn, can 
foster a marketing attitude 
that can be inimical to the 
overall quality of education. 
Moreover, having departmen-
ts pitted, against each other is 
contradictory to the essentially 
interdisclinplinary nature of 
Hie Humanities and Social 
Sciences. Certainly, student 
interest is important, but it is 
crucial for , a . school of 
Humanities and Sciences to 
offer a range of courses on 
matters of fundamental in-
tellectual importance, taught 
by people who can attract 
students to fields that they 
otherwise might have avoided. 
. On the contrary, faculy 
responsibility can only develop 
when faculty in fact have 
responsibility, when they are 
able to truly partake in making 
the ultimate decisions on mat-
ters of policy and personnel. 
This means a modification of 
the administrative context that 
we now find, and this could in 
turn lead to decisions that 
would be judicious and 
educationally sound. 
And that is something that 
Altschuler docs. While he 
might not be in the right 
department to cater to 
dominant student demands 
today, he does draw a number 
of students into history cour-
ses, and thus well serves his 
students and the inter-
disciplinary needs of the larger 
institution. 
Moreover, it may make very 
little educational sense to 
compare faculty: student ratio 
in a school of Humanities and 
Sciences with- those of some 
professional schools. The H & 
S enterprise has a particular 
nature, and proper intellectual 
growth in the liberal I arts may 
not accomodate itself to large 
numbers. This obviously ap-
plies as well to the School of 
Music where the thought of 
mass instrument lessons is 
laughable. A policy for 
faculty: student ·ratios based 
on bureaucratic and . not 
educational values will be its 
very nature be counterproduc-
tive to education. It is evident 
that the faculty: student,ratio 
must depend on the 
educational mission - of a 
school and the overall self-
concept of the college; the 
educational mission should 
not be determined by a 
-mathematical formula. Fur-
thermore, the inf!exible ap-
plication of a bureaucratic 
rule,. such as that against 100 
percent tenure, yields the op-
posite effect of what is inten-
ded. Inflexibility in the face of 
what is, after all, an uncertain 
enrollment outlook, could 
deprive the college of excep-
tional faculty who would ren-
der signal service in the 
decades ahead. It would seem .. 
that even under the enrollment 
conditions defined by the ad-
ministration, it would be much 
In response to our argumen-
ts, Dean Longin asserted that 
he still had an open mind in 
this case and that he was 
willing to hear suggestions for 
retaining Altschuler. 
However, he was uncertain as 
to how the administration 
might respond to such 
suggestions, and underscored 
the fact that it was important 
to attend to those units in his 
school and others for which 
there was great student 
demand. He raised with us the 
questions discussed above of 
faculty: student ratios and in-
stitutional need. To be frank, 
we did not find the Dean of-
fering great hope for Alt-
schuler's tenure, though he 
OLDPORT 
H..\RBOL'R 
~omethinf? f'or 
Evt>r~·om· 
DAILY 
Sunday Brunch 
11:30-2:3() 
Dinner prict'!l start 
ut 
$6.95 
Daily Happy Hour 
Mon- Fri 4-6 
702 W. Buffalo SL 
272-6550 
wiser and sounder when you find ii 
educationally if each tenure you'll love- ii.! 
case were to be judged on the ' ,..._ _______ 11t•_.,.,. 
empatically denied that he had 
made up his mind about the 
case. So it would not hurt for 
more people to go in and talk 
with him, and we encourage 
· all of our colleagues and any 
interested students to do so. 
We think that Altschuler's 
contributions to the college are 
simply too important for him 
to be dismissed because of 
decisions grounded in ad-
-ministrative rather than 
educational logic. 
Harvey Fireside, Professor 
Politics Department 
Peter Kardas, Assistant 
Professor 
Politics Department 
Martin LaForse, Professor 
Education Department 
-A Feast of Fine Food 
* All You Cao Eat Buffet 
If you tC' hungry .and loYC' food you shouldn I mi"' 
our · All You C.a.n E.u Bu£frt St-rvC' vourM"lf ,u 
oftrn u you h&C" lo 2 soup, lh1li ul.ad1 fru,ls 
brrads, and ~kccion or cht'('1.('1 ,\II thn 1!1 mm 
12 95 .u Lunch and 15 9J .at Dinnl:'r "rou c.m I fine 
lxuer [OQd al a low"' pnc" 
* Yummy Golden Temple 
Natural Hooey Ice Crcanu SurpriK" a frrrndl 1 '";at thrm lO .1. Colclrn l rrnJ..I" 
In Crram Thry II love you for 11 Wr h•nd bll"nd 
~~~ 1 ~~ :~:fi1'b:~J:~~~~~=;~~:~u/,~~~;:r1•~ 
l.UII:' J!s:al wh1pprd cre.1.m excrllent crum tun ;rnd 
• · syrup toppings tool 
l.ooA KOOd1 ll la.Jt~J C'vrn bC'UC'r' Yot.1 wont bC' du Call Us A.t ~-\ 
1 
appomud with our All You Can Eat Buf/C't F,U 27.5-7710 ' ' 
.,...iur p'4rC' aJ ojtC'n 4J )'OIJ want for only 12 9, at 
Lu,1eh and SJ 9, al Drnnrr 
Everything We Serve 
Can Be Tak.en Out 
New HourM 
Lunch 11:30-4 Dinner ~:00-8:00 
GOLDEN. 
TEMPLE 
l~O Ithaca Commom 
STOREWIDE CLEARANCE 
410 College Ave. 
148 The Commons 
Pyramid Mall 
273-7939 
273-7939 
257-2222 
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Solicitation to he Studied 
By Teryl Reynolds: 
Student Congress voted to 
form a committee to study the 
campus solicitation policy 
implemented this year and to 
make recommendations for 
change. 
A ·discussion of the policy 
began when Abby DeLoache, 
assistant to the vice president 
for Student Affairs judicial 
administrator, told students 
that advertisements and 
solicitations_ may be posted 
only in designated places and 
must be approved. Approval 
can be obtained from John 
Mistretta, Assistant Director 
of Residential Life, for 
posting resident halls, and 
Roger Eslinger, Union Direc-
ICP AG Activities Scheduled 
To the Editor: ·being shown bright at 8:00 in 
This week ICPAG , The Science 202 entitled "Who is 
Ithaca College Political Coming To Breakfast?" 
Awareness group has been Following the film, a 
sponsoring a World Hunger slideshow will be presented 
Awareness week in the hopes about Oxfam, the 
of raising the consciousness of organization that is spon-
the Ithaca Community about soring the Food Fast to be held 
the causes and effects of world . on November 20. 
hunger. An information table Also, an r'thaca · College 
has been in the union each day student, David Piver will 
from I0-2. Today is the final speak about local self suf-
day of events. We'd like to ficiency and his efforts to start 
remind students and faculty to a vegetable garden on Ithaca 
take advantage of a filrr. chat is College property for student 
consumption through 
Macke. 
The Ithaca College Political 
Awareness Qroup will meet 
tonight and every other Thur-
sday night at 7:30 in the 
Philips room in the Chapel. 
Please join us for discussion 
and help in the organization of 
future events if you share in 
our interest. 
Thank you for your support, 
ICPAG 
277-2881 
SPECIAL SAVINGS ON ALL LP's & CASSETTES 
FROM DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON & PHILLIPS 
SCHUMANN -:--
PIANO CONCERTO-; 
~EL• ABBADO 
LONDON SYMPHONY 
~ 
'"' i ., . .,, 
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: SCHEHERAZADE-Koodruhln/CGBO BOCCHERINI: GUITAR QNTS.-Romero/ ACAD 9500 62117300 737 
9500 681/7300 776 VIV Al.DI: FOUR SEASONS-ACAD 9500 71717300 809 
CHOPIN: 24 PRELUDES-Davldovlch 9500 66617300 764 VIVAWI: OBOE CONCERTI-Holllger 9500 742/7300 827 
TCHAIKOVSKY: PIANO CONCERTO •I-Amu/DaviJ/BSO D0NIZE1TI: BALLET MUSIC-De Almelda/PhUbarmonla 
9500 695/7300 783 , 9500 67317300 768 
BRAHMS: PIANO CONCERTO "2-Bllbop/Davis/lSO HANDEL: FIREWORKS MUSIC-Manioer/ ACAD 
9500 GSZ/7300 i77 9500 768/7300 843 
SCHUBERT: ''TROIJI"'-BreodeJ/Clevelaod 9500 442/7300 648 HANDEL: WATER MUSIC-Marrlner/ACAD 9500 69111300 779 
ROSSINI: OVERnJRfS VOI.S. I, 11-Marrioer/ACAJl J.C. BACH: SIX SYMPHONIES-Marriner/ ACAD 
6500 87817300 368; 9500 Jq9/7300 595 9502 00111313 001 
ONLY.$~77. per disc 
cauettes 
when available 
----------
------~ 
KARA.JAN 
MOZART 
THE MAGIC FLUTE 
--mllnll_,(8,77 
Mcr1h1.s • Alat.za • va1'>-Per disc 
Hornik 
3LPsot 2LPset 
MOZART: HORN CONCERTOS--Hogner/Bobm/VPO PROKOREV: PETER & TIIE WOLF-du Pre/Barenbolm/ECO 
25312i4/330l 274 2531275/3301275 -
RODRIGO: CONCIERTO DE ARANJUFl-Yepes/Navarro/ TCHAIKOVSKY: SW AN LAKE; SLEEPING BEAlITY-
Philharmonia 2531 208/3301208 Rostropovlcb/BPO 2531 11 J/3301 111 
PROKOFIEV: ALEXANDER NEVSKY-Abbado/1.50 BERG/STRAVINSKY: VIOLIN CONCERTOS-Perlman/Ozawa/ 
2531202/3301202 BS02531 JI0/3301 llO 
BACH: MAGNIFJCAT/STRAVINSKY: SYMPHONY OF BEETIIOVEN: VIOLIN CONCERTO-Anne-Sophie Mutter/ 
PSALMS-Karajan/BP0253 I 048/3301048 Karajao/BPO 2531 250/3301 250 
CHOPIN: POLONAISES-Berman 2531094/3301094 M01.ART: VIOLIN CTOS. '3 & 5-Mutter/K!!rajao/BPO 
BEETHOVEN: "EMPEROR" CONCERTO-Polllni/Bohm/VPO 2531049/3301049 • 
253 I I 94/330 I 194 BRAHMS: VIOLIN CONCERTO-Zukermao/Barenbolm/OdP 
MOZART: PIANO CONCERTOS '14 &26-Vaaary/VPO 2531251/3301251 
25]120,/3301207 BEETIIOVEN:SYMPHONY '3-Karajan/BPO 2531103/3301103 
BEETHOVEN: PWiOCONCERTO '1-Michelangell/Giulioi/ BEETIIOVEN: SYMPHONY '5-Karajao/BPO 2531 105/3301105 
VS02531:WZ/3301302 BEETIIOVEN:SYMPHONY '6-Kara,lan/BPO 2531106/3301106 
BARTOK: PIAM CONCERTOS 1 & 2-Polliol/ Abbado/CSO BEETIIOVEN: SYMPHONY '7-Kara,lan/BPO 253 J 107 /330 J 107 
ZSJO 9/J 113300 90 I BRAHMS: SYMPHONY 'l-Karajao/BPO 2531 13 J/330 I 131 
BRAHMS: PIANO QUINTET-Pollini/Quartetto Italiano BRAHMS: SYMPHONY '4-Karaiao/BPO 2S31134/3301 134 253119i/3301197 • 
RF.SPIGHI: FOUNTAINS/PINES OF ROMFr-Karajan/BPO MAHUR; SYMPHONY '4-Karajao/BPO 2531205/3301 205 
2531 055/330 I 055 M01.ART: SYMPHONIF.S "40 & 41-Abbado/lSO 
TCHAIKOVSKY: ROMEO & JULIET-Bematein/lPO 2531 273/330 I 273 
DJ I 2 l l/330I 211 TCHAIKOVSKY: SYMPHONY •S-Karajan/BPO 
2530 699/3300 699 
TCl!1AIKOV~K~: "1812"/Ravel: Bolero-Fiedler/Pops TCHAIKOVSK-Y: SYMPHONY '6-Kara'ao/BPO 
.5K4 0113/3.1.14 003 2530 774/3300 774 1 
SYMPHONIC BACH-Fiedler/Popa 2584 001/3334 001 SCHUBERT: SYMPHONIE.5 "3 & 8-Kl 
DEBUSSY: LA MER/RAVEL: RAPSODIE E.5PAGNOLE-Guilini/ 2531 124/3301 124 elber/VPO I.AP2s:ll 264/3301264 390294-100 
Offer expires 
- --1 <D.% L.1 _________ _ 
tor, for other areas. Questions 
should be addressed to Don 
Runyon, Director of Business 
Services, or Eslinger. ; 
The Traffic Policies Com-
mittee is conducting a survey 
of students with cars to find 
_out what are the specific 
problems with parking. 
President Whalen will ad-
dress Student Congress during 
next week's meeting at 8 pm in 
the Union Dining Hall. 
Whalen will answer questions 
November 13, 1980 
and the meeting is open to all 
students. 
Several 1;:ommittees need 
student help. Three or four 
· persons are needed to sit at 
. Food Fast tables. Interested 
persons should call Wayne 
Wright at 277 
-0779. The Budget Commit-
tee, Alternate Funding (for 
Student, Government) Com-
mittee, and the Club Review 
Committee need members. 
. continued on page 16 
~reparation for· 
. Pre-Registration 
To the Editor: your course cards· and your 
Fast approactiing is one of control card that must be sign-
the most dreaded events of the ed by _yoU'I· advisor before you 
semester: Pre-Registration can register for any courses. 
Week. This week has always 3. Fill out your cards and 
been somewhat troublesome, along with your control card, 
especially for Freshman. We proceed to the specific areas of 
would like to inform the · registration and then to the 
students that the process is not registrar. 
necessarily difficult and can be The details an·d specifics can 
a great deal easier by following be obtained through your ad-· 
these few steps: visor, academic department, 
1. As soon as possible, make or registrar. Good luck with 
an appointment with your ad- pre-registration and the 
visor and discuss your remaining weeks of classes. 
schedule. Sincerc1y 
2. Your advisor has your pre- Student Governmen~ 
registration packet including Academics Committee 
*Cameron/Response 
continued from pa!,?e 4 
photographer. In the other 
case, that of Frank Bonamie's 
lecture, he admits that WlC-
B should have informed the 
event's sponsors of their inten-
tion of taping the talk. 
Cameron claims to be aware 
of the power of the media, but 
shows little critical concern for 
the values which govern 
people who employ them. 
Perhaps no photographer m 
reporter can be required to 
have an interest in feminism or 
Native American rights, but if 
they are going to come to a 
public talk where concerned 
people are present, then they 
owe it to those concerned 
people to act with a sense of 
decency and respect that does 
not disrupt the event.- Let me 
reiterate that the larger issue· 
here is not the presence of 
media at such events, but. the 
kinds of behavior and human 
consideration which govern 
the people who use the media. 
My letter was not arguing for 
either the exclusion or the cen-
sorship of media people:, but it 
iwas urging some serious 
reconsideration of their sense 
of responsibility--a respon-
sibility which I feel extends far 
beyond their getting their pic-
tures for an audience or a 
boss, and includes an 
obligation to the very people 
whose lives they affect when 
they come to take their pic-
tures. There are other ways of 
looking at the world than 
through the confines of a 
viewfinder, and I would hope 
that photographers would 
work at developing a broader 
sense of that vision. 
Sincerely, 
Joel Savishinsky· 
.shearge11i11S. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE 'IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
116 N. CAYUGA·STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 , 
~The I.IVER~ 
TAVERN-
,,,.!'(, /)rinks .4.n:n.lJhPrP 
(,n•or .,,~ak~ & .\Pafootl 
Jf ·a rm .f 'riPndl_v A tmosphPrP 
"'iinJ!·fl-1.onl! Fri,lriv&.~ut11rdt1y 9:.1(} 
2027 SLATERVILLE RD. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 
PHONE 539-7724 
Open: 
Tues.-Sat. 
5-1 
The World's Ori incl Five.Man Trio 
by Michael Rinaldo shake the aged walls of Bailey Blough" on bass, and "Mr. Thorogood is out there to guitar are all part of a sincere 
Proclaiming that he was put- Hall for almost two hours. Destroyer himself", Jeff provide enjoyment while effort to maintain this intoper-
ting an end to the "Saturday If your are unfamiliar with Simon on the drums, this simultaneously gammg en- sonal proximity. He even 
Night Jamboree and Hooten- Thorogood and the Destroyers group, billing themselves as joyment for himself! He ob- altered most of his songs by in-, • 
Nanny," George Thorogood music or have only heard some the "World's Original Five viously seeks to remain in jecting "Ithaca" or "Cornell"\ 
stepped out on to the stage last of his hits, then you have not Men Trio", provided enough touch with his audience. into the words wherever ap-· 
Saturday night and did just truly experienced this fine excitement, movement, fun Staying near the stage -edge, propriate. : 
that. With sheer drive and raw musician, great performer, and volume for everyone. jumping into the audience.and To understand this unique! 
e~ergy George Thorogood and an~ rousi?g showperso~. <?ne point remains clear from allowing all the ·fr~mt-rowers; type of performer more it is 
his Desi '"'r~· orocee9~d to With "Billy the Brmser this perform~ce - George ~o touch and even pick his best to know a little ab~ut the t-f orry ,Chopin- Somethingco.,;nuedonpa,,JJ 
for Everyone 
...• 
by Loren Mortimer spm 1g t s mes upon the stage from beginning to end, chock-
The night starts a bit on the and an exultant audience greets full of witty, engaging, numbers. Chapin can not be, with .~n emotional impact that 
late side due to lousey HarryChapin-witli an inspiring bouyant and always resour- · underestimated in his abilities captures the essence of his per-
weather, fogbound airports, applause, to say the least. As cefully imaginative music by as a performer. sona, and his sensitivity as a 
and the transistion from one Chapin straps on his acoustic one of the more underrated He constantly finds new composer. He has something 
audience to another between guitar he says, "You all appear singer/songwriters in music. things to say, and new ways of to say and a message for 
shows. Eventually the audien- to be in a pre-orgasmic state.,,. · From the start, Chapin and saying them within the everyone as his opening num-
ce for the second show gets He was right on target. his band appeared to be right presumed limitations of lyrical ber "I'm Alive," clearly state~. 
settled in, and the house lights The Chapin show last Sun- at home in Cornell's Bailey form, which is anything but His ability to enrapture the 
of Bailey Hall dim. A lone day was an absolute pleasure Hall, often wittingly conver- limited to Chapin. audience's attention i~ one that 
l!:::=======================x=============================COfl(tnuerl OIi {}(/~(' /2_ 
The Shirts, Blotto 
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CSi~-+l. 1 l .t~~ TEST PREPARATION SPECIAUSTS SINCE 1938 
305 Vine Street 
Liverpool, N.Y. 13088 
(3.15) 451-2970 
I EXAM DATE 
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Notes from Ford l Sunday Afternoon ~c !1 I· 
by Sue Moore Three" concert series features post-graduate level at both 
A rare piano performance .the new Steinway Concert schools. His training includes 
will take place in Ford Hall Grand Piano and continues ,tudies with Edwin Stain-
Auditorium on Sunday, Nov. through March. brook, · Miriam Mooney, 
16 as part of the "Sunday Af- Futureconcertswillinclude: Raymond Wilson, Leon 
ternoon at Three" piano con- Jan. 18: Ramon Salvatore with Conus, and Madame Wanda 
cert series. pieces by Mozart, Berg and Landowska. Tague has served 
Featured in the concert will Chopin... as guest teacher at Butler 
be the "Concerto in A minor Feb. 15: Mary Ann Covert, University and has been on the 
for 4 pianos BMV 1065" by Phiroze Mehta, Ramon faculty of the National Music 
Bach and the "Concerto in F Salvatore, and Joseph Tague Camp. 
for 3 pianos K. 242" by with the program yet to be an- Mary Ann Covert, 
Mozart. Rarely are piano trios nounced. This concert features associative professor at Ithaca 
or quartets performed. piano music for four hands. received her bachelor's degree 
Participating in the quartet Mar. 22: Phiroze Mehta with from Oklahoma Baptist 
will be Joseph Tague, Mary pieces by Bach-Busoni, University, and her M.A. 
Ann Covert, Phiroze Mehta Beethoven, Lees, and .Rach- from Memphis State Univer-
and Ramon Salvatore. Ramon marinoff. ,.. sity. She is a recipient of the 
at Three- . 11 
professor, graduated from the Umver~1ty and Im ma~tl'r', 
University of Poona, India. from the New England Con-
He received hi~ graduate servatory. He did post-
degrees from University of graduate study at the Royal 
Florida, London, and the Academy of Music in London 
University of Massachusetts. and has been a student of 
He studied under Fernande Elizabeth Travis, Lucille 
Kaiser and has performed Monaghan, Jme~ Dick, Adelle 
recitals in t_he United States Marcus and Gordon Greene. 
and in\ India, He has been on Salvatore made his European 
the faculties of both Western recital debut in London in 
Illinois University and 1977 and his New York debut 
Western Michigan University. at Carnegie Recital Hall in 
Ramon Salvatore, assistant 1980. He has held previous 
professor at the School of teaching positiom at Univer-
Music, , received his bachelor sity of Kansas and St. Cloud 
of music degree from Millikan State University. 
Salvatore, Mary Ann Covert All concerts are at 3 p.m. in Student and Young Artists 1 
and Phiroze Mehta will per- Ford Hall Auditorium. They awards. She has had ap- 1.', j 11
1 form the trio. are free and open to the pearance with the Tulsa Sym-
t \'I' Accompanying the perfor- public. phony, Memphis Symphony, 'l j ,I; ii 
mances will be the Ithaca Joseph Tague, professor of and the Rome (Italy) Festival 
College String Orchestra, con- the School of Music, received Orchestra. Her credits for i i 
ducted by Pamela Gearhart. his bachelor of science degree performances include Car- I ! 
The String Orchestra will open from Ohio State University, negie Recital Hall. She also I I 
the concert with a piece by and his graduate degree in has recorded for Mark and l , i I \ ii
Halvorsen. music from Eastman School Crest Records. 1 : i Ii I! The"SuChororcusi~~icpd aOsft'fon•a, assistant I :iil!1I 
• ~-. :.11 I Contest ·I i ii 
oy Marigene Kettler 
Rarely can you find a 
musical event which incor-
porates the talents of over 400 
performers and the efforts of 
250 composers. Ithaca 
College and- Theodore Presser 
Company make possible this 
type of musical event by spon-
soring and presenting the 
Second Annual Ithaca College 
Choral Composition Contest 
and Festival. It will take place 
this Saturday, Nov. 15, in 
Ford Hall Auditorium. The 
Festival starts at 10:00 a.m. 
and continues through the 
day. The program includes 
workshops, concerts, and lec-
tures, and closes with a joint 
c9ncert·at 7:30 in the evening. 
All is open to the public. 
The groups performing will 
include three outstanding high 
school choirs; Faye Heville-
Manlivs, Elmira Southside, 
and Pittsford Mendon, along 
with the Ithaca College 
Chorus and Choir. 
The goals of the com-
petition and festival are to en-
courge the creation and per-
formance ot new choral 'tnusic 
and to establish the Ithaca 
College Choral Series. The 
competition process runs as 
follows: 
Over 250. composers from 
throughout the U.S. and 
Canada send original musical 
scores to Ithaca College. The 
compositions are carefully 
reviewed by Professors 
Lawrence Doebler and 
Malcolm Lewis. From the 250 
submitted compositions, eight 
finalist compositions are 
:::hosen to be performed for the 
Festival. At the end of the 
evening concert, Joel R. 
Stegall, dean of the School of 
Music, will announce the first 
and second place winners of 
the composition contest. The 
winning composers will be 
awarded cash prizes. 
"The singers _ actually 
working with the composers is 
very rare and educational," 
believes Lawrence Doebler, 
the director of choral activities 
at the Festival. That may be 
why everyone involved is ex-
cited in having four of the 
'eight composers present at the 
Festival. They will actually 
work with •the students who 
perform their compositions. 
The .chosen comosers who 
wi_ll be present are William 
Mac Davis, Jack Gallagher, 
Fred M. Thayer, and Joseph 
A. Walter, Samuel Adler will 
be the guest. The other chosen 
composers include Robert C. 
Ehle, Asolphus C. Hailstork, 
Allen Johnson, and Frank 
Wasko. 
Handloomed, handprinted cotton 
bedspreads, rugs, and tablecloths 
-from India 
, Don't fust put them on 
your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them 
on your table, for a sofa 
cover, how about curtains? 
This year Ithaca College · ,n~h~1J~j\J1\~~"1r-~~ ; '11 
commissioned Samuel Adler I ~ _ / 
to compose a choral piece for l I -~ ../a 
the Festival. This com- 1 COME EARLY D NC II 
position, '· fwo Shelley .'j , A ,E LA TE I 
Songs" for mixed chorus and : After the band stops. keep on dancin2 / )1 
piano will be premiered by the , c-
lthaca College Choir. Last 'til 3:00A.M. Fridayi, & Saturda)·s. Non-
1
: f 
year, Vincent Persichetti's i,top dam·e mui,ic from ] ] :00 on. · 1 I 
"Magnificat" and "Nune 1·1 '"'3 00 ·\ ( i 
.- .r,,, • cover starts at 12:00. 
Dimitis" became the first 
works in the ·New Ithaca· I I· .~ RAMAD•A INN ~ JI ~i~~f ;~edChor~~ Ser~1e~~o~: I : ·~ Down1own11tha~. N.!!n 272-1(0) ~· ! 
1
~ i 
Dresier ~~:~;;:::~/ GAZEBO COME: ~IV,~! \ · 'tli 
1
1 
' I 
) 
House of Shalimar ;~ ···; .... :::;··.::·:-
Collegetown CommotlS Pyramid \ 
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by Quiche Sirica 
What an amazing movie. 
To director David Lynch's 
"The Elephant Man" is a film 
so moving, you walk out of 
the theater hating its guts. 
Lynch effectively conveys a 
feeling of hopelessness for this 
grossly deformed human being 
in one of history's most brutal 
examples of man's inhumanity• 
to man. 
''I'm just one of the 
curious, I wish to see .. .it,", 
says Dr. Frederick Treves of 
the London J-Jospital (An-
thony Hopk{ns) as he per-
suades the Elephant Man's 
keeper to let him see "it." 
he keeper displays the cruelly 
misshapen man and Treves 
[gasps. The _Elephant Man is 
. 'almost too terrible to behold. 
Treves becomes so over-
come with pity for the 21-year- depressing piece of ·cinema, 
old sideshow freak, he· primarily because you know 
befriends him. Treves fights there can be no happy ending 
his superiors and swooning for John Merrick, the tortured 
nurses to see to it that the man who - earned the 
Elephant Man is given per- namesake, the Elephant Man .. 
manent quarters in the Lon- This guy has more problems 
don Hospital where he can be than finding a date for Satur-
cared for. Later · it is day night--he has curvature of 
discovered that the Elephant the spine, loose skin, large 
Man {played exquisitely by skull and an impossibly 
John Hurt) has a name--John deformed right arm. He is 
Merrick--and that he is not a constantly ridiculed and 
grunting idiot, but rather a beaten by his "keeper" and 
kind in~overt. the cruel janitor who has ac-
Set against the dismal· In- cess to his room in the 
dustrial Revolutionary times hospital. 
of Victorian England, Direc- , John Hurt is threatening for 
tor Lynch ·shot the film in an Academy Award in this 
black and white and made cer- one. As the Elephant Man, we 
tain to it that the movie has a watch him suffer the' in-
omnipresent low-key mood. It numerable shocks inherent 
turns out to ~e a thoroughly with an appearance such as 
his. - Crowds strain to get a_ · on the whole, this is a 
glimpse of his person, people -movie with emotion around 
scream when they see him, the every corner--watching the 
· heartless janitor pulls a mirror Elephant Man cry when he· 
before him, high society folks claims that he has never been 
visit him under false pretenses greeted so nicely by a woman 
when he becomes a "status as beautiful as Treve's wife; 
symbol." e seeing him get severely at-
But then, his misshapen tacked by his "owner" (a man 
head seems to be brimming who better fits the description 
with kindness, a kindness· of "freak") witnessing the 
trapped in a body that janitor bring in his pubmates 
prohibits him from releasing for a · drunken, late-night 
it. In one of the most heart- round·- of cruelty. 
rendering moments of modern . Ai one- · point-,a pursued 
cinema, the Elephant ·Man John Merrick is cornered in a 
asks Treves' beautiful wife her public men's room by dozens 
opinion about him with such of blood thirty Englishmen 
innocence that it breaks your and he screams in frustration, 
heart: 'If I found my mother, "I am not an animal! I am ... a 
do you think she could love me man!" You know that's true--
as her son, even as deformed i it's the others who are the 
as I am?" ·animals . 
:,Al bums -· Keith Syl~es 
By Tom Shapiro music defined a period of our 
When tlv1s Presley c11ect m culture. Even though Presley 
l\.ugust of 1977 the entertain- was able to play all these styles 
ment industry was flooded the one he did first and best 
I with look-a-likes of the king. was a combination of country 
fhese imposters transcended western and rock called 
many musical styles, rockabilly. They heydey of 
everything from country and rockabilly came in the late fif-
lwestern to adult pop had their· ties when musicians like Jerry own private Elvis. This not Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, as 
lonly shows Presley's ability to well as Presley were on the·top 
handle many musical styles, "it of the single charts. The Keith 
1shows that Presley and his Sykes album '"I'm Not 
UNUSUAL 
GIFTS 
Strange, I:m Just Like You" 
marks a return to rockabilly, 
but does so in 1n original way. 
There are quite a few 
musicians around today who 
concentrate on playin3 
rockabilly. Robert Gorden 
and Dave Edmunds have been 
doing so for years; the major 
difference that these artists 
have with Keith Sykes is that 
Sykes writes the majority of 
his own material. 
The songs on this album are 
/ not anything new musically 
although Sykes' voice is clear 
and exciting. He even sounds 
amazingly like Buddy Holly 
on ''"Baby I'm a Mocking 
Bird." As for the lyrics, they 
can best be described as cute. 
Here's a great example, "Her 
mama said don't bring her 
home late, but at four in the 
morning chances looked great, 
they were making· it before 
they got married." There's 
nothing deep in these songs, 
but it really doesn't matter, 
because most of th..:m work 
an~ the lyrics don't get in the 
way. 
The rest of the album is 
comprised of straight-ahead 
rockers with the exception of 
"Ain't That Some Loving." 
This is a bluesy ballad with a 
country and western feel. The 
one song that I pick as a hit is 
"B.I.G.T.l.M.E." I haven't 
heard such a good new 
rockabilly song since Nick 
Lowe's "I Knew The Bride." 
There are also a few songs 
about cars which I gu~ss can 
be expected on an album of 
this genre. Sykes sings about 
the car of his dreams on 
"928" an ode to a Porsche no 
less. 
In closing, I can't say that 
this is a great album, but I can 
say that there is some fine 
music on it. Sykes is playing 
music that is as American as 
the blues, and his arrangement 
and performance never escape 
those roots. He understands 
his musical boundaries and 
keeps the album always poin-
ted in one direction. Although 
he borrows from his roots and 
belts out his songs in fun 
loving boogie-woogie style, 
he's not just another Presley 
imitator. 
----- . 
__..f he iron shop 22 Hours of Jazz on I.C.B. 
on the commons 
272-5101 
by Joseph Halpern 
More than ever, the magical 
notes of Charlie Parker, Miles 
,•, __________ ..,,avis, Chic Corea. and other 
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Drought, Famine, Disease 
in EAST AFRICA 
/ 
! 
MILLIONS 
STARVING 
and 
SICK 
Send Your Help Now 
ThroughCil.l{J~. 
·-------------------------
HERE IS MY HELP 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY ________ __________ STATE __ ZIP __ 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
Tri-State Office 
1, ~"'11,lf:> )~ 660 First Avenue 
I
J 'd.,,1 ¼ -" ... F·- Ne:" York, NY 10016 
EAST AFRICA APPEAL ,, ,..__ ___________________ _.. 
jazz legends are being aired 
over. WICB-FM. This year 
marks the first time that an 
area music station has purriped 
the downbeat sounds of the 
jazz world on such a large 
scale. 
Four years ago, the idea 
playing jazz over the Ithaca 
College radio station during 
prime time, hours was un-
thinkable. The station format 
at that time was rock'n'roll 
with an occasional mix of 
classical and folk music. 
. -
In the fall of 1978, Mark 
Lamb, an I.C. student and 
disc jockey for WICB-FM, 
suggested the ne~d for other 
music to be aired. He created 
his own one hour jazz show, 
"Impressions," which 
featured a wide variety of jazz 
artists. 
The instant popularity of the 
show convinced Program 
Director Bill Rose, to allow 
the show to expand to one and 
one half hours per day. This 
year, "Jazz Impressions" can 
East Bill 
, .. rwt 
1\utl Plant Shot• 
A unique shop • full of: · 
Flowers, Plants, Baskets, Pottery, Plant 
Accessories, Dried Flowers and Silk 
Flowers 
We create· distinctive 
flower arrangements for 
all occasions: 
Planters, Corsages, ' 
Terrariums, Silk & Dried 
Arrangements 
Come visit ua soon. 
Plenty of free parking. 
Open 7 days• week. 
Thur.· Fri. 9-8 
Sat. 9-5 Sun.10·2 
Moster Charge or Viso. -
accepted by phone · Wire Service 
277-4033 . 
. EAST HILL PLAZA 
JUDD FALLS RD. 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
be heard every weekday from 
12 to 3 p.m. With the addition 
of "Jazz Expansions," I 0 
p.m. to 12 a.m. Sunday night, 
WJCB-FM offers the Ithaca 
community 22 hours of jazz 
music each week. 
"We try to play the finest of 
mainstream jazz," said Dave 
Kipnis, the jazz program direc-
tor. "The feedback has been 
very positive, and we're quite 
happy with the way things tur-
ned out." 
Key Specks 
at Ford 
byAmyTokan 
There are hidden sexual 
messages in the media, which 
appeal to ou·r unconscious. 
This form of advertising and 
influence is called subliminal 
seduction. 
· On Nov. 17, Wilson Bryan· 
Key will speak in Ford Hall at 
8:00 pm. Key is the President 
of Media probe, Inc. He is 
also the author of '"Subliminal 
-Seduction"and "Media Sex 
Politiation." 
Most advertisements are 
viewed in a matter of seconds. 
Avertisers use this method of 
persuasion to effect subcon-
scious instantly. 
Key will present his views. 
on subliminal intrigue 
through media, as well as 
provide -examples of how 
people are manipulated 
tthrough I advertising. He will 
also provide insights on how 
to detect such ~subliminal l 
suggestions and what can be 
done about them. Admission 
---~~1_1_ be $1 at the door. 
-Cont. from pg. 7-George Tho~ogood 
man George has never sought 
to transcend his humble faces."· 
beginnings. Know as a "reluc- With a great deal of stage 
tant star", his music is enter- movement and high energy in-
tainment for us, an outlet for; strumentals, the 
his own pleasure and a means Destroyers played such hits as 
of support. Internatio'nal "It Wasn't Me,", "Who Do 
Fame and "life in the fast You Love", Johonny Cash's 
Jane" are not George "Cocaine Blues," and 
Thorogood. He likes to play "Rock n' Roll." Regardless 
in the bars and clubs of his of the obvious social im-
start and seeks the lifestyle of plications of his biggest hit, 
the common man. "Bourbon,Scotch, and Beer." 
Thorogood and the this number was perhaps the 
Destroyers were in full control must indicative of Thorogoods 
of the auditorium that night, style, abilities and roots 
even to the point of having the beginning. The crowd went 
house lights turned on so that •wild and shouted back the 
they could "see all the smiling night. 
photos by Ben Norton 
With two encore songs, a 
questionably offensive version 
of Chuck Berry's "Rockin till 
Dawn" and "Move It on 
over,'' the show will remain 
one of excitement and energy 
in a framework of simplicity 
and rawness in its observers 
minds. I dare say that anyone 
who attended the show had a 
great time .and realized !he 
astounding talent that this 
man possesses as a guitar 
player, showman and person. 
George Thorogood is an in-
dividual. He plays what he 
likes and likes what he plays. 
This reviewer can only say, 
"me too!" 
*Cont. from pg. 9-Competition 
It is pleasing to state that the 
warmup band for Saturdays 
show-"B. Willy Smith" was 
the pleasure to be warmed by. 
Consisting of six men- B. 
Willy Smith had the house 
cheering, clapping, singing 
along and just plain having 
fun. It is rare for an unknown 
warmup band to attain such a 
high level of audience accep-
tance even to the point of 
recieving a standing ovation 
for an encore performance. 
In semi-formal garb this "we 
do weddings"-type band was 
able to immediately dispose of 
any preconceptions of musical 
inferiority. A bluesy, high 
Ithaca College is proud to 
have Samuel Adler as a guest 
for the Festival. He is presen-
tly a faculty member at the 
Eastman School of Music, 
Rochester, NY. Prof. Adler 
will meet with students in-
terested ,Jn composition on 
toward a musically unique and . All Safurday rehearsals are 
educational goal. open to the public. The per-
Professor Doebler says it formance at 7:30-p.m. is free. 
best· "It is a very exciting Everyone involveQ in the 
musical event in which all festival extends a warm in-
these musicians can come vitation to the I.C. community 
together for a 'day and share to come and let them share 
their music." their music. 
,Saturday afternoon. · 
- -----~l 
I 
rythm type rock n' Roll mum! 
coupled with synchroni1ied· 
band movements gave the in-
pression of a late 50'~ type\ 
band. The group wa\ \ 
reminiscent of South Side 
Johnny and the Juke~. 
especially when \two of the\ 
members blared away on the 
saxaphone. Playing mostly 
original songs, the • beq 
response came though from a 
song made great by Sam the 
Sham and the Pharoh~-
"Wooly Bully." It was an ex-
cellent version and got 
everyone psyched for 
Thorogood's perfo~mance. 
Ithaca College is also for-
tunate to have Arnold Broido, 
president of Theodore Presser 
Company present at the 
festival. He is a graduate of 
Ithaca College and of the 
Teacher's College of Colum- , 
bia Univerity. 
A~jATAC 
GArtDEN. 
[ R~$TAURAfil] 
Waterbed Mattresses 
Butt Seam Any Size 39.95 
54.95 
10.00 
50.00 
50.00 
Overall, it will ba a delight-
ful musical experience and a 
chance for the I.C. community 
to come and hear the choirs 
and composers work together 
Cl, i ne-.e. A m,·ri,·a 11 Food 
18 W .. StatP StrPet 272- 7.'lt,O 
Lap Seam 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
Frame 
House of Shalimar 
the waterbed people 
Collegetown Commons Pyramid 
273-7939 257-2222 
*Cont. from-pg. 8-Paxton and Trove.rs 
working alone. Because of his good jokes. While back stage and seemed to really open up 
activity in the sixties, he is he allowed any interested to the audience. She· feels that 
sometimes thought of as a people to come see him and people should stand up for 
radical -- he disagrees. He "talk. what they believe in, and try to 
says, "I've never considered "Here is the woman who I do something about the 
myself as being a radical but always thought had the first wrongs they see. 
am a very left-winged, liberal name of And," was the in- "I had a great time in the 
Democrat." troduction given to Mary 60 s. I think we should bring 
Tom enjoyed playing the Travers. This is the Mary of it all back. And I promise 
show at the Strand. It exem- that popular 60., group, you; you'd be the best class of· 
plifies everything he finds Peter, Paul, and Mary. people on the marches," she 
desirable in a concert -- a small She was great then and is stated. 
concert ha!J to a responsive just as great today. Her deep Mary is a Libertarian, and 
audience. He is not fond of hypnotic voic;e has not still possesses radical non-
playing in bars, however he changed, nor has her beautiful conformity that she did in the 
does perform at clubs like the smile, or her ideas and her 60 5, but she has mellowed 
Bottom Line once in a while. humorous character. somewhat. She is a mother, 
Tom Paxton is a down to Like Tom, she is disappoin- and has no regrets about it. 
earth person. He talked bet- ted in our government. She Her comment on the subject 
ween songs, and told some· talked often while on stage, was, "Yes, I have children. 
*Cont. from pg. 7-HarryChopin 
few other performers can ar- .Jver your shoulder and see a 
ticulate the same caliber as man in a telephone booth, and 
Chapin. Chapin often as you're draining yourself, 
changes modes without a you overhear a conversation." 
moment's notice. For exam- Chapin immediately transcen-
ple, -after finishing the dsintosingingW.O.L.D. 
meloncholy tune "They Call Before every song Chapin 
Her Easy," Chapin casually :reates a dramatic atmosh- i 
takes a sip of his drink, wipes phere, a pre-conceived setting. 
the perspiration from his brow, Yet he still leaves a lot to the 
squints out at the audience, imagination. 
and proceeds to describe the His back-up band deserves j 
setting of his next song without immense recognition because 1 
giving a hint to the audience as '.hey were the core of the music 
to what it will be. Chapin that e\ening. The band con-
moderately says "You're at, . ,isted of Chapin's brother 
:he corner bar, mother nature Steve who performed a 
:alls you so naturally to save 
;ome time and frustration you 
?;O outside and try to find a 
,ice tree or bush. You look 
Sit down and 
get into 
perfect shape. 
At Command Performance we 
know the secret of a well-shaped 
haircut: adapt the hairstyle you 
ask for to the hair you come 
in with. 
That's also why our haircut will 
get you all the looks you're 
looking for. 
Shampoo, precision cut and 
blow dry for men and women. $12 
No appointment necessary, ever. 
Command Performanceai: 
beautifully constructed ballad 
entitled "Let it Go Lightly," 
' on the piano and was key back . 
up vocal. Big John Wallace 
was on bass and created . 
baritone harmonies and 
soprano solo's which added a 
lot of color to the music. The 
rest of the band consisted of a 
drummer, lead guitarist, and 
cello player. Together with 
Chapin the band performed 
with superb coherence. 
Throughout the evening 
· Chapin encouraged audience 
participation and during 
"30,000 Pounds of Bananas" 
he introduced all four of the 
"experimental" endings he 
South Hill, November 13, 198Q_poge_ 12 
They are ... interesting.'' 
For the past few years Mary 
has been spending most of her 
time with them, but now that 
they are becoming indepen-
dent she has started perfor-
ming again. She currently puts 
on an average of seven shows a 
month. 
Mary brought a three piece 
band with her to the Strand 
composed of John Helfand on 
lead guitar, Steve Mack on the 
bass, and ,her old comrade 
Russell Walden on the piano. 
She did a variety of tunes, 
some old, some new, but all 
had a message. 
She sang a few beautiful, 
sentimental songs -- for her 
'-. 
dying father, her daughter, 
and her old friends of the 60's. 
She playea some old favorites 
such as: "Follow me", "Five 
Hundred Miles", "Leavin' on 
a Jet Plane", and "Blowin' in 
the Wind." These turned into 
sing-alongs with total audience 
participation. 
Mary's strong feelings on 
political issues, mixed with her 
sensitive compassion for 
people, enable her songs to 
move an audience as well as 
make a point. After singing 
"Blowin' in the Wind," she 
closed her performance by 
very sincerely saying, "Peace, 
love, and all of us together is 
the onlv answer." 
had written for that particular everyone join in and sing "-All 
tone. He asked the audience to the World's a Circle" which 
. help him out with each ending was an .emotional sing along 
which consisted of a calypso, fore._veryoneinvolved. 
country, disco, and as he put it Overall, Chapin's perfor-
a "straight out" ending. mance last Sunday was struc-
Chapins encore was the , tured with a sense of dramat~c 
. climax of a very special tour de force. He came across 
evening. He came out alone as an accomplished dynamic 
'
1 and with the accompaniment of performer who ranks in a 
, his brother Steve on piano . genre all his own. 
proceeded to sing "You Are : It has been three long years 
The Only Song." since Cha pin's last appearance 
He capped off the evening by at his old stompipg ground. 
talking about his dedication to Last Sunday's performance at 
the organization he formed Bailey should become an an-
known as W .H. Y. and commit- nual tradition. As Harry put it 
ted to solving world hunger. "We ought to make this a 
With that, Chapin requested habit." 
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'GOT THE HUNGRIES 
Then get to the Grea~ American Deli 
for the Best Take-Out Foods in town. 
SUPER SUBS •. FRESH PIZZA 
• COLD BEER AND SODA , 
• OVERSIZED SANDWICHES, 
• SALADS AND MUCH MORE! 
.. .. ~ Fresh Baked Daily! Rolls ~ Brea~s 
· -~~ ;. l0 • Pastries • Cakes • Cookies • Pies 
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Soccer Foresees Rough Match in NCAA 
Tournainellt ·1 J.V. Close Season 
by Mark Cannizzaro 
The Varsity Soccer Bombers 
opened the NCAA playoffs 
with a 2-0 first round victory 
over Buffalo State University. · 
Bob'Stiles opened the scoring 
in the first half when he shot a 
Hugo Guaglione rebound into 
the open net. Stiles scored af-
ter Guaglione's shot was 
knocked away. 
The only other goal of the 
game was scored by Kim 
Christianson in · the second 
half. Christianson scored 
when he banana kicked a cor-
ner kick and it hooked into the 
net. 
The general feeling among 
the players and coaches was 
that the 2-0 score did not 
reflect the Bombers total 
domination of the game. 
Coach Al Maccormack stated, 
"We were in command 
throughout the match, and 
with a little luck we could have 
had a few more goals." Mac-
Paul Rarow moves the ball downflllld in Friday's NCAA opener 
Photo by Ben Norton 
cormack added, ·"We used a The Bombers are number five 
lot of speed and agressiveness, nationally. 
and we didn't allow any offen-
sive attack against us.'' The 1980 J. V. Soccer Born-
Craig "Shep" Stewart recor- bers closed out their season 
ded the shutout in goal for the with a a 3-3 tie against Cornell 
Bombers. The shutout was on Oct. 22. The Bombers, 
Stewart's fourth this year and who were 1,;oached by graduate 
the seventh of his career. The student Tim Coyne finished a 
I.C. record is 11. Stewart said successful year 3-3-1. 
that the Bombers "controlled ' The turn al.It for this years 
the game by using speed." He tryouts was the largest in I.C. 
·also felt that the well groomed soccer history. The Bombers' 
surface of the football field opposition was tough and 
where the game was played though they had a couple of 
helped his game. laughers, the competion was 
One of the goalscorers, Kim generally challenging. 
Christianson also thought 1.C. Their season included two 
dominated and that the Born- games against Cornell, and 
bers had the bet; ,:r passing and one against Hartwick, Hobart 
control skills. . and Monroe Community 
The next round of the playof- College. 
fs is this Saturday at l :OOp.m. The three Bomber victories 
on the Allen Soccer Field came against Hobart, Alfred 
against a very tough Bingham- Tech., and Naze~eth College. 
ton team. Some of thel highlights of the 
Coach Maccormack ap- year included four goals in one 
prehensively said that "It is game against Nazareth by Jim 
going to be very tough to beat McKinley, along with a balan-
them a second time around." ced scoring attack in a home 
The Bombers defeated shutout of Alfred Tech. 5-0. 
Binghamton 2-1 in an away The year was characterized by 
game last-month. strong goal tending by Bob 
Binghamton is presently Barker and Jeff Luther who 
ranked right behind the shared most of the playing 
Bombers in the New York time and by Jaime Speronis 
State polls at number two. who commanded the team's 
· ·only shutout against Alfred. 
,fhe Team's defensive stan-
:douts included fullbacks Andy 
:Winkler, Jeff Konig and Da, e 
Laidwan. 
, The midfielders who shared 
most of the playing time in-
1cluded Todd McLiesh, Kevin 
"Schleprock" Stoneman, Jim 
'"C. B." Gula, and Doug Bar-
,nett. j The front line consisted of 
.Jim McKinley, Hugo Periora. 
land Paul Leone. 
- Coach Tim Coyne, a· 
~_;raduate student from 
Southern Connecticut State 
- College assesed the J. V. team 
iby saying, "They showed cohesiveness as the season 4 progressed." He added that 
:·'this year's J.V. Team is 
· really going to contribute to 
the continuing success of the 
varsity team." Coyne said 
. ''the seven game schedule was 
too short because we were 
· really coming together towar-
ds the end." Coyne con-
~ eluded, "The season was a 
r great experience for both the 
players and myself." 
The general feeling among 
the players was that the season 
was a good experience and 
they would like to thank 
Coach Coyne for the time and 
effort he put into the, teain. 
Bombers Celebrate LJ_ndef eated :Season 
byDanZako 
The Ithaca College Bombers 
football team, number 1 in the-
Division III poll throughout 
1980, is now ready to advance 
to the first round of the 
NCAA Division III playoffs. 
After scoring only 24 points 
against Cortland State this 
past weekend and 21 points 
the weekend before at Hobart, 
the Bombers seem to be having 
some difficulties. 
Playing some awesome 
football earlier could be a 
disadvantage to the team. 
Ithaca does have the home 
field advantage in the first 
round of the playoffs and this 
may spark the team's offense 
that scored 63 points against 
Brockport State and 58 against 
Blommsburg. Ithaca College 
has not finished unbeaten sin-
ce 1975 when· they lost in the 
finals to Wittenburg. 
There is a new system this 
year . in how the teams are 
paired for the playoffs. Last 
year the number 1 seated team 
played number 8 and number 
I. 2 played 7, etc. This year, the rules have changed and now 
· each team will play a team in 
their region. 
Ithaca College will face 
either Wagner, ranked number 
2 in the East and seventh 
. * 
nationally, or Maryland's 
Salsbury State which is ranked 
twelfth nationally. The Bom-
bers will find out this Sunday 
when the pairings in Division 
III will be announced. 
The possible reason this new 
system has come about could 
be because of travel expenses 
and costs. The system of old is 
the system that should be used 
though, because in the mid-
west, there are three teams 
ranked in the top 10. Only 
two teams from each region 
can meet which means a better 
team in the midwest will be left 
out of the playoffs entirely. 
The. first round begins Nov. 
22 and the semifinals are Nov. 
29. For this year, the East 
winner will meet the West 
winner and the North will 
meet the South. The winners 
of those two games will meet 
Dec. 6 in Phoenix City, Ala. 
for the Stagg Bowl. 
The Bombers, riding a 16 
game winning streak, have 
played below their potential 
the last two games. Cortland 
State (2-7) kept up with the 
Bombers for most of the first 
half trailing by a score of 10-7. 
Ithaca scored first when Tim 
Connelly hit speedster Jim 
Duncan for a 58 yard scoring 
pass. 
The score was tied at 7 until 
I.C. went ahead for a 27 yard 
field goal by Paul Serino. 
Ithaca scored once more 
before the half and once in the 
fourth quarter to end the 
scoring at 24-7. 
Fred . Yaple scored the 
second I.C. touchdown on an 
8 yard burst and finished the 
day with 72 yards on l 7 
carries. 
Bob Ferrigno scored the 
final Bomber touchdown 
when he grabbed the ball from 
a Cortland player and ran 12 · 
yards for the score. Ferrigno 
finished the day with 143 yards 
on 27 carries. His season total 
of 1,317 yards rushing is a new 
school record while his 2,410 
yards career record is second 
only to Matt Mees who ran 
2,662 yards. 
The defense is what kept the 
Bombers in these last two 
games as well. Dan LaNoir, 
who had a great game leading 
the defense with 11 tackles, a 
quarterback sack, and an inter-
ception said, "The defensive 
line played super. They con-
trolled the line of scrimmage." 
The defense will play a key 
role in the playoffs. 
Still the Bombers did not 
look like a number I ranked 
team last Saturday. Ithaca 
kept the penalties down (39 
yards), but lost four fumbles 
and threw one interception. 
Tri-captain Allan MacDonald 
summed it up when he said, 
~ 'There were a lot of mental 
mistakes again. We're not 
going to win any playoff 
games playing like this.'' 
The Bombers should be at 
their best Nov. 22 on South 
Hill Field. Ithaca should be 
playing as champions, but 
must watch out for number 2 
·ranked Widener who 
statistically could be a tough 
team for the Bombers. 
Junior Jim Duncan ready to ·grab one of Tim Connelly\ 
touchdown passes , Photo by Ben Norton 
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field Hockey Flies t~ Nationals 
By Betsy Koffman The attack was led by Mary 
The Varsity Field Hockey :· Klecha with two goals. Her 
Team heads to Carbondale sister and leading scorer Patti 
Illinois for the Nationai added one along with Cheryl 
Championship this Tuesday. Scott and Cathy. Foto. 
The players are seeded third M~ryEllen C~amplm had an 
behind Colgate and number assist .. In their second ga~~. 
one South West Missouri the ladies had to contend with 
State. Northeastern. They didn't 
The Bombers made it to the have much trouble disposing 
Nationals after having an un- their opposition shutting _the~ 
defeated season, blanking out 5-0. Sharon Doescher ~1t 
Colgate 4-0 for the·. !state; two through the. net while 
Championship and then losing Marr Klecha, Patti Klecha and 
to their nemesis Colgate 2-4 in Patt! Lovel r?unded out the 
the Regional Finals. sconng. Path Klecha, Cathy 
The Regionals, at C. w. Foto, Mary Klecha and 
. Post College in Long Island, Sharon Doescher were 
had the women seeded number credited with assists. 
one. In their first round The loss came in the cham-
lthaca whipped Syracuse 5-0. pionsl'lip game. Coach 
Kostrinsky remarked that 
Colgate played their best game 
of the season. Her team 
seemed to have lacked the 
smoking intensity of Colgate. · 
A lot of pressure was on her 
players to beat Syracuse for 
the fourth time and beat Nor-
. theastern to win a berth in the 
Nationals. 
Once the players knew they 
were in, Coach Kostrinsky 
didn't place an abundance of 
emphasis on mental 
preparation for the final 
game. In retrospect, she ac-
cepts partial blame. She 
usually stresses being hungry 
and places a lot of pressure on 
the team. Her high expec-
tations bring out the best in 
her players. 
Linda Amusa scored the 
two goals in her first varsity 
start. Patti Klecha also played 
a fine offensive game. Colgate 
scored good goals without 
having to fight the usual stub-
born defense. The others 
didn't play up to their poten-
tial which got them a 17-1-1 
record. Coach Kostrinsky 
noted that Colgate was playing 
well and received the breaks, 
while her team would get the 
ball and deflect it rather than 
control. 
Ithaca play,s Dayton in the 
first game and then the winner 
of Drexel/Northwest 
Nazarene. The final is on 
Saturday. 
Wrestling Starts W ed:nesday 
by Thomas Buchbinder 
This year's varsity wrestling 
team is looking forward to a 
successful year. With rookie 
coach Jim Murray at the helm, 
the Bombers hope to improve 
on last year's record. 
It's going to be tough, 
however. Five of their mat-
ches will be played against 
teams that have been ranked in 
the top ten within the last two 
years. With that many 
nationally ranked opponents, 
the Bombers have their work 
cut out for them. 
The season opener will be 
against Oswego. Coming into 
the match, Ithaca has an eight 
game losing streak against the 
tough Oswego team. 
The Bombers will put their 
starting line up to the test 
early. In the 118 pound 
division, Mike Mongioi is suf-
fering kom a 'cracked rib and 
is a questionable starter. If 
Ralph D' Arey can get his 
weight down, he will be 
wrestling at 126. 
Bob Papazian holds down 
the 134 pound position while 
Ron Schenk handles 142. -
Schenk is also captain of the 
team. The 150 pound slot will 
be filled by Tim Wilmot and 
Steve Davis will wrestle at 
158. As the only Senior star-
ting, Bill Bray will be the 167 
pound wrestler. 
Freshperson Dan Ciolek will 
be at 177 and John Barry will 
probably be the 190 wrestler. 
As last year's only wrestler to 
have a winning record, Gri;g 
Smith must be reckoned with 
in the heavyweight division. 
All in all, Coach Murray 
predicts that the caliber of the 
team should improve with 
each match. The first one -will 
be held this Wednesday at 7 
p.m. in the Ben Light Gym. 
Budweiser. 
~ING OF BEERS. 
·1111ET1 QF_ .TIE wa 
Senior halfback Bob Durocher is one of the main 
reasons for the Men's Varsity soccer Team'!j excellent 
12-2 record. He's the man running up and dowrrthe 
field ~uiding his team to victory. 
A l'o-captain for his second year, Bob was named 
last year's MOST VALUABLE PLAYER. For four 
)·eari. he has been selected to I CA C's all-star team. 
Couch Al MacCormuck praises Bob; "he is the most 
ag~ressive player I've ever had the opportunity to 
t·oa<'h. To achieve a goal or an accomplishment he 
will work 110 percent to accomplish it. He iH given 
th~ (·.hullenge in every gum_e of marking up on the 
oppositions toughest player and in his four years has 
ne,·er failed in his endeavor." 
Due to Bob's unyielding contribution to the i;occer 
team, the Ithacan honors Bob Durocher as Athlete of 
the Week. 
· Senior Mary Beth Fiore 
said, "we finally made it to the 
nationals and now that we're 
going, you can believe we'll do 
our best to come home with 
the first Women's National 
Title." The national tour-
nament is the final goal of the 
field hockey season. It isn't a 
stepping stone for anything 
,else. 
Margaret Pilling adds, "I'm 
really looking forward to the 
tournament. I hope the real 
strengths and capabilities of 
our team will be displayed in a 
victorious way." 
The team leaves .Tuesday at 
7 am. Once again, our best of 
luck travels with the varsity to 
the Nationals. 
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0 Volleyball Seeded 4 Ill State Tourney 
Ithaca College has drawn the 
No. 4 seed in the New York 
State AIA W Division 1-11 
volleyball tournament begin-
ning Friday (Nov. 14) at 
Colgate Unive·rsity. The Bom-
bers will begin pool play again-
st No. 5 seed New York Tech. 
Coach Sara Rich's spikers 
have also accepted an in-
vitation to paruc1pate in the 
AIA W Division II Eastern 
Regional tournament which 
will commence Nov. 20 at 
Southern Connecticut State 
College. The Bombers were 
seeded No. 8 and will begin 
pool play against the tourney's 
top seed, Delaware. Ithaca 
finished second to Delaware in 
last year's Eastern Regional. 
The Bombers, 16-9 after a 
second place finish in the 
Syracuse Invitational, close out 
their regular season Tuesday 
(Nov. 11) with a tri-meet again-
st Buffalo and Fredonia. 
NEW YORK STATE AIAW 
DIVISION 1-11 TOUR-
NAMENTSEEDING 
I. St. John Fisher 
2. Colgate 
3. Hofstra 
4. Ithaca College 
5. NcwYorkTech 
6. Cortland 
7. Syracuse 
8. C.W. Post 
AIAW 
REGIONAL 
EASTERN 
TOUR-
NAMENTSEEDING 
I. Delaware 
2. Southern Connecticut 
3. Edinboro 
4. University of New Haven 
5. UniversityofMassachusetts 
6. Cortland 
7. Catholic University 
8. IthacaCollegc 
Barletta Receives Higgins Award 
Richard Barletta, a fresh-
person from Nannuet, is the 
recipient of the first Marty 
Higgins Memorial Award, ac-
cording to Al Wolski, Ithaca 
College junior varsity football 
coach. 
Higgins, an Ithaca College 
sophomore and a member of 
the junior varsity football 
team, died Sept. 15, l 9i9 after 
collapsing during a touch foot-
ball game. 
"The award is dedicated to 
the memory of Marty Higgins, 
who through his desire, con-
tinuous effort and sense of 
humor, provided inspiration 
and attained the respect and 
love of his teammates," said 
Wolski. "The award is given 
to the member of the J. V. 
football team who best 
portrays these qualities." 
Higgins, a native of Red 
Hook, was a television-radio 
major in Ithaca's Schoo! of 
· Bomber Superf an "Melvin" 
by Keith Styrcula 
Scene: Saturday, the 
final home game of the season 
for the Bombers against C.W. 
Post. 
The icy rain slants down on 
the handful of diehard fans 
that speck the home-side scats. 
They're· a particularly vocal 
group considering their size, 
shouting encouragement to the 
visiting high school band who 
gives it their all on the sponge 
of a field during a halftime 
performance. Temperatures 
are close to freezing. In short, 
it is a lousy day for football. 
Throughout it all, I.C.'s 
most recognizable superfan 
"Melvin" is m1mmg en-
thusiastically, hopping about 
the stadium. Melvin appears 
to be .oblivious to the un-
favorable conditions; he con-
stantly runs around in his 
ridiculously appealing getup: 
the double-zero football jer-
sey, the mud-stained sweats, 
the nylon cap and ·the now-
familiar mask. 
ESPN, the mammoth cable-
TV sports network that con-
siders this contest prestigious 
to cover, swing their cameras 
over to the action in the end-
zone then several swivel to 
cover Melvin's reaction--a 
crazed, spasmodic dance. 
What kind of college 
Now you know. 
Coleman is an affable type 
of guy and secretly a ham 
who, by his own admission, 
loves to make people laugh. 
He's sprouted a mustache sin-
ce the last time I saw him, a 
facial growth he's beenl 
working on since September. 
He speaks quickly and en-
'.husiastically about his 
:reation, Melvin. 
"During the summer," he 
explains, "I realized all the 
other schools had mascots ex-
cept for I.C." Coleman 
decided that he would take it 
upon himself to change that. 
He spent a -good deal of time 
envisioning a mascot that 
would fo the concept of the 
"Bombers" justice. He 
couldn't think of one. 
Oh, he tried. He looked all 
over for the old-time leather 
helmets that were charac-
teristic of the WWI bom-
badiers, but came up empty 
handed. Then he abandoned 
the idea that a mascot had to 
represent a team's nickname, 
justifying it with the fact that 
the enormouly popular San 
Diego Chicken is in no way 
related to the San Diego 
Padres, the baseball team the 
Chicken represents. 
How Melvin? 
acceptable mascot for the top 
team in Division Ill. That 
friend, Kevin Shaw '8 I, is now 
the I.C. "Rooster Booster" 
you see parading around with 
Melvin. 
Shaw--thc r..:hairperson of 
S.A.B., by the way--went with 
Coleman/Melvin to speak to 
rookie Athletic Director 
Robert Deming early in the 
season with the proposal of 
their being mascots. Deming, 
who came to LC. from 
Colgate, was very enthusiastic 
about the idea and promptly 
gave his blessings to the 
project. The Chicken and 
Melvin each get a pass to the 
game every week. 
Does being Melvin in front 
of 8000 plus fans present any 
problems? "Naw," says 
Coleman, a phys-ed major and 
captain of the crew team. "I 
really don't care what people 
say (hecklers). If anybody 
says anything bad, I '11 just say 
"I remember when I had my 
first beer" or something in my 
Melvin voice." 
His Melvin voice is a thick, 
stupid slur that never fails to 
receive a laugh. But basically, 
Communications. He was a 
Dean'; List student as a fresh-
person and a member of the 
varsity wrestling team. 
placekicker, Barletta conver-
ted 15 of 18 extra-point at tem-
pts. 
Barletta, a 5-8, 177 pound 
running .back, was the fourth 
leading rusher on Wolski's 5-1 
J.V. club, gaining 129 yards 
on 23 carries. The team's 
Barletta will be presented a 
plaque at the College's annual 
football awards banquet next 
month. 
Melvin is a mime, clowning suspicion that he's in it for the 
with the rcfs--stealing their money. There is no money. 
flags.shaking hands. The 
referees generally eat it up. 
"Refs, they're the greatest," 
Coleman assures me. 
What's in the future for the 
silly Mortimer Saerd-tvpe 
mascot that's been adopted uy ~ 
the fans? Ultimately, Melvin ~ 
will be at the Stagg Bowl in § 
Phenix City, Alabama if~ 
(when) the Bombers make it-- ~ 
even if he has to pay for the ~ 
expenses out of his own ~ 
pocket. c 
"I do it just for fun,"] 
Coleman says, dispelling any ~ 
().'/(/1/1/(' I (//1 //£/'.!{' /t, 
....... ~_---::,~ ~--
Peppeuoine UniiJer-lsiliV 
School o.,: Law 
wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus 
to spealc with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education. 
To arrange an interview or to attend a group session, contact 
the offi~ listed below. 
Date: 
NOV. 20, 1980 
Contact: CAREER PLANNING 
AND PLACEMENT OFFICE 
student would don a strange 
mask and go through the 
weekly motions as the number 
one ranked Division three 
team's self-proclaimed 
mascot? Unmasked, Melvin is 
1.C. junior Hank Coleman. 
"Actually I built the charac-
ter around the mask," 
Coleman says, his voice 
speaking rapidly through the 
telephone. "It was a friend of 
mine's from home." Another 
friend, this one from college, 
was also looking to create an 
OPEN Mon. · Sat. 9 to 6 Phone ~ 73-~ ·:1:1-.., 
--- -"9 
"To Keep Your Spfrits Up"; 
H,&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CWSEST IJQUOR STORE 
10 LC. CAMPUS 
].18 ON TIIE COMMONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N. Y. State Wines" 
Afternoon .. ' 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
Whole Grains 
Dned Fruits & Nuts 
Fresh Frwt 
& Vegetables 
Hain Health Foods 
\(\NS 
\1\.} f'/\\'. 
SUPER 
Arrowhead M,//s 
Flours 
SPECIALS 
APPLES 25 ¢ lb. Dairy Product!:> 
N.Y.S. 
CHEDDAR $2.69tb. Cheeses 
c10£R p..P ptJ.S 
LOW, LOW PR.ICES 
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Hunger Aivarenessat J.C. 
by Bo Raxo 
If you are among those of 
the J.C.. student body whose 
comprehension of suffering ex-
tends beyond fantasizing over 
unattainable cosmopolitan 
coeds or the sacrifice of a fall 
fashion fling in N.Y .C., there is 
an important position available 
for you. Last week in this 
paper, you read about Global 
Action Project (G.A.P.) and 
the J.C. chapter's sponsorship 
of the Nov. 20 food fast. 
J.,ast Saturday afternoon it 
was my pleasure to speak with 
Anne Weeks, founder of the 
l.C.G.A.P., regarding the 
history, structure and futurP_ 
goals of this qrganization. I 
left the interview feeling that I 
had discovered a group whose 
concept and deliberate infor-
mality make it not only a bright 
idea but a welcome bellwether 
rising from a swarm of suspect, 
bureaucratic charities. 
The primary goal of G.A.P. 
is to raise funds for con-
tribution to targeted, self-help 
·development organizations (as 
opposed to indiscriminant 
giveaways) for direct or in-
direct distribution. For exam-
ple, OXFAM, the recipient of 
the Nov. 20 food fast donations 
is a British based, self-help 
distributor which allocates its 
tunds and services to indigent 
third-world nations. G.A.P ., 
however, is free to donate to 
any worthy, self-help cause. 
During our talk, Anne said 
the I.C.G.A.P. 's intention is to 
establish a rapport with the 
Ithaca community and work 
directly with qualifying local 
and regional groups. The 
secondary thrust of 
l.C.G.A.P. includes con-
sciousness raising on issues of 
national and international 
poverty and extensive research 
aimed at discovering new 
avenues for fund raising and 
distribution. 
The I.C. chapter of G..A.P. 
GP A Inflation Slows organi1ations begpn in 1974--the first year Juola studied 
grade lcvels--to impo~e stricter 
grading standards. _East Lansing, I\H (CPS)--
Despite indications from cam-
pme~ that administrators and 
faculty members are suc-
ce~sfully fighting grade in-
flation. a national study of 
college grades just released 
here contends that grade point 
averages arc not d~clining at a 
very rapid rate. 
Arvo E . .Juola, who conduc-
t, an annual survey of grading 
trend, for Michigan State 
Univer~ity, ~ays that while 
average~ may ha\'e stopped 
rising, they may start going up 
again soon. 
*Congress 
continued from page 6 
Contact John Ochoa, vice 
president of Business and 
Finance at 274-3377. The 
Student Voice Committee, 
concerned with naticihal 
student organizations and con-
tacting other colleges about 
common problems, also needs 
members. Contact Steve Han-
sler, student trustee, 274-3377. 
Vice President, Com-
munications, Lisa Schreier is 
Juola's report shows that 
the national grade. point 
a\'cragc (GPA) fodall 1978-79 
was 2.720, compared to 2.719 
the year before. • In 1960, 
though, the national average 
was 2.28. "The recent fall in 
GPA is minute in comparison 
to the 14 year\ of ri,ing 
GPA," Juola wrote in his 
report. 
Admini~trators and faculty 
members have long fretted 
that nsmg grade point 
averages aud the increasingly-
frequent bestowal of academic 
honors were cheapening the 
value of college educations. A 
number of academic 
A College Pres'> Service 
report of September, 1979 
found that the mo,t common 
weapon against grade inOation 
was the administratively-man-
dated grade distribution. For 
instance, only a certain per-
centage of students in any one 
cla~s. could receive the top 
grade. 
The rc~ults so far have been 
mixed. The composite GPA.at 
the University of Rochester, 
for example, fell from an 
astounding 3.0 in I 974 to an 
improved but still amazing!~ 
high 2.9 in 1978. 
continu-ed on page 17 
trying to start a legal aid Meiskin, East Tower, were 
program that will advise approved by _Student 
students on leases and other Congress. 
-matters. Persons interested in A new c,ab, The Ithaca 
working on this should contact College Republicans, was of- i 
Schreter at 274-3377 or the ficially recognized. 
student government office on -
the second floor at Egbert *Canzeron/Response 
Uniori. 
Two 
tatives, 
Hood 
new dorm represen-
Betsy Chamberlain, 
Hall, and James 
continued from page 4 
within a foot of her face. This 
caused her to pause many 
----,,.~------------------ times. Frank Bonamie has Wrap Sweaters been pressurized and 
from threatened by opposing whites 
Mexl.CO •to his Cayuga land claims. In the Upstate N.Y. Judicial 
Hand Knit World, Bonamie is a con-_ 
1 OO% Wool traversial man· who must 
.
- ·...,(~'~. . $JS.SS protect himself against one 
~ OJ wrong-word recorded on a 
1 
- House of Shalimar video tape. However, nothing 
Extra ~0 / off this week only Collegetown-Commons-Pyramid was hidden as the lecture was 
.. _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-___________ 2_1_3_-1_s_3_s_o_r_2_s_1_-2_2_2_2_..J open to the I.C. community. 
was born this October in 
response to the Cornell G.A.P . . 
, conceived and promoted by 
Bill Haines in September. 
Qetermined to avoid the prat-
falls of hierarchical commit-
tees, G.A.P. consists entirely 
of co-members. It was char-
tered with the foresight to 
become self-perpetuating, , 
relying -on non-senior class 
members to insure its growtb. 
and survival. 
OnMonday,Nov.17,at7:30 
p.m. in the LaMotte .-oom of 
Egbert Union, there will be a 
meeting for those who are still 
reading this article and anyone 
else vitally concerned with the· 
sanctity of life on this slightly 
deranged little planet of ours. 
Before I close, I would like to 
remind you that we are all the · 
*"S .f. " uperJan 
continued from page 15_ 
In fact, although Coleman has 
no overhead on the Melvin 
outfit, his partner-in-cheer 
Shaw has to dole out $45 in 
rent for the,' privilege of 
dressing as the Rooster. The 
costume, which was worn by 
somebody else at the NFL 
opener between Buffalo and 
Miami, puts a big hole in 
Shaw's wallet that he hopes 
S.A.B. will help plug by sub-
sidizing the cost. 
Melvin and the Rooster even 
have their own legend, even 
though they became visible to 
the fans just this season. As 
the story goes, Melvin was in 
downtown Ithaca when he was 
seven years old and he saw--
yep, you guessed it--a chicken 
. crossing the road. So he asked 
himself, "Why is the chicken 
crossing the road?" He w~_nt 
to help the chicken across the 
street and decided ·10 raise the 
Video cameras certainly 
limited Mr. Bonamie's ability 
to speak openly. The media 
should always be welcome, but 
its role should be re-examined 
when lectures become tedious 
from uncaring people. Lec-
tures should not be a bat-
tleground for Media vs. 
Audience. It is nice to see that 
Ross Cameron, as the editor 
of-the 1981 Cayugan, is so in-
terested in immortalizing even-
ts and issues he does not care 
about. And what is even more 
reassuring is that he takes on 
his title and responsibility · 
without pay. However, if 
most media students share the 
Cayugan editor's insolent at-
titude '(which is dubious) than 
we are ?JI dooJ1,!e_d as the mass 
.. 
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Ann Weeks 
inheritors qf our neglect and 
the benefactors of our 
generosity. You can pay now 
with a little of your time or 
later with many of your lives. 
I urge you to a-ct while the 
choice is still in your hands. 
little bird, being the com-
pasionate being he is. And he 
di , until the bird grew to the 
rooster he is today. 
And why does Melvin like 
football so much? He used to 
play in high school--without a 
face-mask or helmet. That 
explains his "brain-damaged" 
disposition. Melvin stuck it 
out until the end of his fresh-
man year with the Bombers 
where he was designated num-
ber "00". Upon his s-emi-
retirement, he transferred to 
the cheerleading department. 
And what a hell of a 
cheerleader Melvin is. When 
people go to the games, they 
look at the cheerleaders, but 
they cheer with Melvin. When 
Hank Coleman transforms 
himself into "Melvin," he 
may not be much to look at, 
but he sure draws his share of 
attention. 
media will only continue to 
detract from live events. If . 
those- like Ross Cameron 
believe they are conscientious 
- and polite while taking the 
shots that no one else had- the 
nerve to shoot, then Ithaca 
College will lose more than 
one reputable speaker. 
Photojournalism has its. place 
in the media. Visually lecture 
speakers rarely give a shocking 
performance. However, 
photojournalists are only half 
the picture. The close ex-
posure of a speaker comes 
from the pen of a writer who· 
must sit through an entire lec-
ture to cover it: without 
making clicking noises and ob-
structing views. 
· Laura Garber 
GOING ON VACATION? 
Before You Leuve Don't Miss The 
INFORMATIONAL AND 
ENROLLMENT MEETING 
December 11, 1980 
For the Stanley H. Kaplan 
·spring MCAT and D~T 
Compact Classes will begin 
on December 14, 1980 
For more information call: Gurney- 272-2399 
or Stanley H. Kaplan Center(315) 451-2970 
Get homestudy, start clas8es and transfers available 
to any other center for vacation. 
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Clos~ if i eds C l_a ss if i eds CI a sis if i eds 
N.G. Roger MPD, 
'
To Jacqueline & Elizabeth 
My sick to be roomic;, 
, ToR&K, _ 
So, where do we 5tand? You are good, but you are going to be 
gold. I will miss you when I'm in 
London. 
·g9 awaits! Cornell awaits! Keep them 
waiting! 
So I says to my wife with the wooden 
leg, Peg? 
. Feel better & don't forget 
Roses arc red, violets arc blue 
Dent 
RBB , 
B.J. Will the D9 have a keg? 
Do you know, is it a homo? 
So I says to my wife who likes to sail 
lDcar Descartes-
Dodie-
To number 68, 
. Will the detectives ever fail? 
. This roommate is straight 50 you 
better watch your boobs! 
Love, \
[ am because we ,aid ;o-
Bruce • 
Hope you told your Hitman you're 
heart really belongs to me. 
' December 6th would have been nice 
but Alabama is better! ' 
So I says to you, r "The One & Only" 
Love-, 
Poppie 
Julie, you Bimbo-
Wasn't Katie's Lowenbrau Dark a 
truly unique drinking experience? 
-The Boyz 
To the Polar Bear Camper-
Starlit skies and marshmcllo'ws sound 
tempting ... Could we do it in the 
~pring? 
Love, The No~icc Snowbunny 
Dick Blocku,: 
Once he was minc-T.P. 
Now he's yours-A.B. 
I'll take H.C. 
and happy we'll be. 
·Geck 
M.P. 
After a long search coupled v.ith par-
tying the D-9 were found. Your a 
great dctccuvc! ! 
~I.D. 
Love, Your Sorority Sweetheart 
To the 25th pledge class: 
As time will pass, we'll still hold fa;t, 
to the memories we've made together. 
Get psyched for tonight! Sec you all 
at Rag's ... · 
Ann Green, 
Much love, 
The Secretary 
In a hurry, need a loan? Dial a frat. 
Jerry 
Dave Pierson, 
"Ease on down the road ... "toot! 
toot! foot! History just isn't the same 
without you! 
Miss you! 
Love, Becky and Judy 
Help! I Just got ·an internship for 
Spring Semester and mmt sublet my 
room from Jan-Aug. Call Tom for in-
fo. 277-4618. 
There's only one way to sec, 
Look out HC, 89, Beas tie, & TP. 
Be there aloha, 
'Jerry_ 
Happy Birthday - it's the big 20; I owe 
.you a vanilla ice cream. Good luck 
next week: 
'love, 
Your best buddy 
Hey Buddy, 
What are you doing this weekend? 
Love, 
Debs 
.C, 
Happy Birthday, 31~ ~ row. 
1Darcy, 
Come home. We miss vou. Wiscon-
sin (Oregon) misses you. · 
Speed, Intelligence, B. H .'s ha trick 
and 99 percent luck gave us the 4-3 vic-
tory over the studs! 
I DotJ'l. \.JN~SrAND 
WW,' P8)fl£ (Ot"l'lJI~ 
A~\Ji"' ln\N:A WI"~~ 
~A\l., ~ ~u 
\.l\,\"T~ I1' S 6rct,1 
&Qf:M So FAil. I 0 
;Liz-
'When I'm back together, we'll go out 
and celebrate. Thanks for all the help. 
Yqur roomic 
Hey best buddy, 
When it's over, you owe me a dinner. 
Donna 
Betsy, 
Go away, and pay me a thou,and 
dollar,. 
.. 
<. 
Will, 
It's 10:30 and you've been working 
for 2 ½ hours ... Better wake up and 
1takca break. 
0 
Dear Ace I, 
In a hurry? Need a loan? Want a 
piece of the rock? Call D9 anytime. 
Wondermg, 
Acc2 
!
Dear Mr. Reagan, 
Draft beer, not students! 
Bruce • 
iMarlcne, 
t SEMPER UBI SUB UBI 
Bruce 
Senator, 
· I'll be sure to think of you this 
lweekcnd ... butnot forlong, lets 
1have a rendez-vous Dec 20th with an 
old friend. See ya!! 
xO 
Dear Mad Skydiver, 
you may have gouen hugh· but 
second best doe\n't get 11. 
-Keeper of the Canopy 
,Schlcf, 
3 da~s apd not one PBR! Harry 
chapm would be so proud of you. Who 
knows? Hawaii may be closer than vou 
1rhmk. This 1s the start of ~omething big! love, Terry 
,,,._~-;..,;...:.-ai TT<; l!,€"€1\l IN1>1 A.tJ 
$\l r,,. Mct. 'Rl IZ wtn~ ! 
11\tNI( 'tbv ue~-
CL..'c;~ C,U','~ E)(· 
Abb('RJ.1c __ ~ 
*GPA cont.from page /6 
University of Missouri- • 
Rolla faculty members worked 
fall, 1979 averages down to 
2.62, the lowest since 1971. 
At the University of Hawaii-
Manoa, where A's had been 
the most common grade given 
since 1971. administrators 
have forced decreases in the 
last three years. Twenty-nine 
percent of last fall's liberal ar-
ts majors ,got A'S NEVER-
THELESS. 
Nationally,' freshmen's 
grades are lower. A January, 
1980 UCLA study discovered 
that nearly a third of last 
year's, freshmen had GP As at 
a.o or under. That's a minor 
increase from 1978. 
Yet grade inflation has 
remained stubbornly on the 
rise on some campuses. The 
University of Arizona, which 
somehow resisted earlier in-
flationary pressures, records a 
student GPA rising to 2.32 last 
year, up from 2.19 in 1974. 
The inability of some in-
stitutions to roll back GPAs 
has turned Michigan State's 
Juola into a pessimist. He 
believes GPAs nationally may 
start back up again soon 
because faculty members, un-
der unprecedented pressures to 
capture onto the declining 
number of tenured positions, 
may tend to grade more easily 
to hold onto students. 
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AnnouncementsArinouncementS 
Career Planning 
The Schools of Social Work of the 
New York Metropolitan area are 
sponsoring a semlnarconcerning 
career opportunities in the Human 
Services, Sunday, November 23, 1-4 
p.m., Loeb Student Center, New York 
University. Also information con-
cering graduate social work education 
will be discussed. Registration begins 
at I p.m. · 
The annual Career Giveaway will 
happen this year on Wednesday and 
Thursday November 19th and 20th in 
the Ganneti Center lobby. It will 
feature hundreds of free catalogs and 
pamphlet5 concerning graduate 
programs, professional schools, and 
rccruite~ literature. 
The Carnegie Endowment for Inter-
national Peace is sponsoring aninter-
nship for students interested in foreign 
policy. Interns arc assigned to the 
Arms Control Association or to 
Foreign Policy Magazine in 
Washington, D.C. This program is 
restricted to graduating seniors. For 
more information please see Stephen 
Andrade, Career Plans. 
A~ a result of the "truth in testing" 
legi~lation enacted by New York State. 
5ix of the 20 GRE Advanced Tests will 
be offered on December 13, 1980, and 
February 7th and April 25, 1981. The 
six tests will be in the following subjec-
t~: Biology, Chemistry, Education, 
Engineering, Literature in English, 
and Psychology. 
The Federal Deposit Insurance Com· 
pany (FDIC) will be interviewing in· 
terested seniors for positions as Band 
Examiner. They'll visit campus 
Friday, November 21st and Monday, 
February 9, 1981. Please sign up in 
advance. 
The Career Planning Office main· 
talus updated job listings from the 
region and around the country. Come 
in and ask for the "JETS" notebook, 
located in the CAreer • Planning 
Library. 
Broome Country Chamber of Com-
merce Is sponsoring Project Green 
Grass, a two day Career Forum, 
Monday and Tuesday, December 29 
and 30, 1980 from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 
p.m., at the Holiday Inn Arena in 
Binghamton. This forum will feature 
rcp1 ~~c, •• atives from firms and agen-
cies in Broome County. It is free of 
charge, open to all, and no pre-
registration necessary. 
Peace Corp. Vista will be holding 
and Information Seminar on Wed-
nesday, November 19, 1980 at 7:00 
p.m. in GI09. Students interested in 
learning more about this volunteer 
professional experience are invited to 
attenci. 
Johnson Museum~-
A series of gallery talks in conjuc-
tion with the exhibition "Robert 
Smithson: Sculpture" will be presen-
. led from 3-4 p.m. Sundays in Cornell 
Emo Laszlo 
Skincare Preparations 
University's Herbert F. Johnson 
Museum of Art. 
The Smithson exhibition opens at 
the museum on Nov. 14. It follows 
Smithson's development from his 
quasiminimalist forms to his later 
plans for environmental projects. 
"The Sculpture - of Robert 
Smithson" is scheduled for Nov.16. 
Robert Hobbs, curator of -contem-
porary art at the museum and 
organizer of the exhibition, will make 
the presentation. 
"Smithson's Geometry," a talk by 
Tom Richel, lecturer in the Depar-
tment of Mathematics at Cornell, will 
be Nov.23. The gallery talk will be 
followed by a model building wor-
kshop which is being presented in 
cooperallon with the Cornell Math 
Support Center. 
Robert Asher, professor of an-
thropology, will speak on "The An-
thropology of the Sculptor Smithson" 
on Dec.7, 
Richard Black, associate professor 
of agriculture engineering, will con· 
elude the "Technical Aspects." Black 
will focus on Smithson's later earth-
works. 
The gallery talks arc free and open 
to the public. For further infor-
mation, contact the Johnson Museum 
Education Department at (607)256-
6464. 
Robert Smitl{son: Sculpture: 
November 14 - December 21. First 
complete retrospective of the artist's 
career, spanning his development 
Beautiful. radiant skin ,·an only lwgin with om• of our 
~1·i1·11tifindly formulated soapi,, and hot water. That\. why 
th.-~ "re- tht' hasi~ for 1·v1·~· Erno Laszlo Skincare-Ritual. This 
ritual al\\a~·:- itwludes a halanc,·d mix of products working 
toµ:ether to giH· ~011 a lifPtimt· of d,·an. healthy skin. 
\l1·1·t "ith 0111• of our trairwd Erno Laszlo Sp1·rialisL'i at our 
< :11~11wti1·;. D1·pa rtnwrrt, arul di,-1·m·1·r for yourself that lasting 
lwa11ty lwgin:- at home. with Erno La;.zlo ~kim·art' Prq,arations. 
l'ou are cordilllly invited to 
llav,, a 1wr:wnal shin CUN' 
a11nlysi~ l,y a truined spt•dali.<il 
in sl.in ,~llre t>duclltion frt,m 
Erno /..,aszlo, NovPm.bt>r l ,3tl, 
tmd 14th. 
from early minimalist forms to his 
later plans for gargantuan environ-
mental projects, such as SPIRAL 
JETTY. 
Reality of Illusion: November 14 -
December 21. Organized by the 
University of Southern California and 
the Denver Art Museum.' The exhibit 
focuses upon a variety of iliusionistic 
directions in contemporary American 
art as illustrated in the work of over 60 
painters, sculptors, photographers, 
and printmakers. 
·============== 
Clubs 
The MarkeUn1 Club will bold a raf-
fle dra.,Jna and a brief meeting Mon. 
Nov. 17 at 7:30p.m. intheCrossroads, 
immediately followed by Wilson Bryan 
Key, speaker on subliminal seduction, 
at8:00p.m. in Ford Hall. 
· ne Condi o.uaa 01!" *" eYerJ 
T•aday all .year at 7:30 ·in Gapes -
Lodge, gehlnd the Pancake House on 
Beebe Lake, under the canoes, on the 
Cornell Campus. 
Oppo~u'!ities 
November 14, 10:00 am - 3:00 pm, 
Franklin Hall. Thoman W. Leavitt, 
Director of the Johnson Museum, will 
moderate panel discussion between 
Virginia Dwan, Donald Kuspit, John 
Perreault and Robert Hobbs. A llmiled number of students will be 
accepted into tbe EducatJonal COm-
Sunday Afternoons at the Johnson rilunications Department and the 
Museum: Sundays, November 16 and Department of Qoema Studies and 
23, I :00 pm - 3:00 pm. Small fee Photography forthe sprlnj 1981 
charged. Gallery talks and related ac-,. semester.. Applications will be 
tivities. November 16 - "Aspects of ~vailable in the office of the Dean of 
Printmaking" by Barbara Blackwell, Communications Monday, November 
Assistant Curator of Prints. Tour of 3rd. The deadline for applying is 
print storage. November 23 - Wendy Wednesday, Novcmb~ 19th. Ap-
Owens, Assistant Curator, will discuss plications will not be accepied for ad: 
"Art Materials and Techniques". ' mission to the Television-Radio 
Tour of the REALITY OF Dep~rtment. Freshmen may not ap-
lLLUSION and ROBERT ply. . 
SMITHSON: SCULPTURE -
exhibitions. 
Eye Openers: Images & Origins: 
Saturdays, November 15 and 22, 10:30 
- noon. Small fee charged. November 
15 - families discuss what inspires con-
temporary artists to choose between 
reality and illusion in their work. 
November 22 - Family units examine 
why certain works in the museum are 
popular. 
MUSEUM HOURS - 10:00 AM - 5:00 
PM, Tuesday - Sunday. 
For-dHall 
8:15 p.m. 
Ford Hall Auditorium 
Randall S. Paul, clarinetist, will 
present his Graduate Performance 
Recital. Beverly Smidt, pianist, will 
accompany Mr.Paul. Mr. Paul will 
perform pieces by Ludwig Spobe, 
Dana R. Wilson, and Aaron Copland. 
This recital will partially fulfill the 
requirement for the Master of Music 
degree·in Performance. Mr. Paul is a 
student· of Mr. Paul Schmidt. The 
recital is free and open to the public. 
Nov.18,1980 
8:15p.m. 
Ford Hall Auditorium 
Voice recitals are to be presented by 
the students of Carol McAmis. The 
r~rformancc inclludes pieced by 
Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, 
Mendelssohn, Brahms, Wolf, Mahler, 
and R. Strauss. 
Nov.19,1980 
9:00p.m. 
Nabenhauer Room 
F!utists' Elsie Christensen, Cynthia 
Welden, Patti Maples and Liane 
_Palmer, together with pianists Kate 
Booming, Elaine Woinski, Alisa Ber-
nstein and Marcia Delgado present 
• flute-piano duets. Then, together, 
they perform a grand quartet. 
Nov. 20, 1980 
8:lSp.m. 
Ford Hall Auditorium 
The Symphonic Band will perform 
Steven G. Boxter is conductc,r, and 
John Covert is guest solois~ on horn. 
The School of Business announces the 
start of II Peer Advising Program. 
l>eer advisors will staff a Drop-in-
Center throughout the week where 
Business students can get answers to 
informational and procedural 
questions. In addition, peer advisors 
will act a a referral service to otha 
departments on campus. 
Students interested in becoming 
peer advisors for the spring semester 
may obtain further information and 
applications from the , School of 
Business office, located on the 14th -
floor of the West ·Tower. All ap-
plicants are required to: I. be 
maJonng within the School of 
Business 2. have a cumulative GPA offl' 
2.7 or above 3. be sophmores, 
juniors, or seniors. 
Applications. must be returned by 
Nov. 14. All applicants also need to 
provide on letter of recommendatiom 
by Nov. 21. 
If you have· a geniune interest in' 
helping other students and want to 
become actively involved in your 
school, we want you! 
Do you like the out-of-door;? 
Anyone interested in helping with 
outdoor recreation programs should 
conta~l ·c.O.R.E. (the Center for 
Outdoor Recreation Experiences). 
Stop by the Egbert Union Office, or 
call 274-3149, and ask for Lindy a.-
Amy. Leave your name and phone 
number. Get down to theC.O.R.E.! 
. A $1,000 grand prize will be awar-
ded in the Special Poetry Competition 
sponsored by World o· Poetry, a 
quarterly newsletter for pt ets. 
Poems of all styles and on any sub-
ject are eligible to ccrnpete for the 
grand prize or 49 other cash or mer-
chandise awards, totaling over 
$10,000.00. 
Says Contest Chairman, Joseph 
Mellon, "We are encouraging poetic 
talent of every kind, and expect our 
contest to produce exciting 
discoveries." 
Rules and official entry forlll8 are 
available from the World of Poetry, 
2431 Stockton, _Dept. N. Sacramento, 
California 95817·, 
A Feast of Fine Food 
• All You C,on Eat Bur fr, 
If y, u IC" hungry and lovC' food you 1hm.1ldn t in,~ 
our 'All \m .. c,.n l:...tr Buflrt Sc-nt' \uUtW'H ,u 
uhrn .u ·ynu hlr.r ,u 2 s.uupi rh1h, 1o1lo11h lru1u 
brf" .. dl ,1,ul K'lrt hon of chC"t'"1o All thu " on1, 
$1-Y~ ,11 Lun1 h .t.nd s, 9!:i .11 l>inn"r 'i'm.1 t ,1,n I fmd 
bt-urt fOod .11 • lm,,rr prier 
• Yummy Golden Temple 
Naturil Hnney Ice Creams 
Surpra~ .a fnrnJ! I rr.1.1 thC'm to ,1 Goldrn l c-1n1,li 
It C' Crr.ilm fhry II IO¥r )OU for u Wr h,.ucl hlr1ul 
our 1u· crr.arn1 on µrrmn,r, w11h n11ur•I ll-1\0rmt,:, 
•nd an ,m.111 b,uchn. (or m111mum hr,hur~ .11111 
,~:.1r k1.al ""h1pP'('d <rram r:urllrnE ,ruu, 1111 i ,uul 
\Vrup 1oppinK\ wot 
l ooAi ,coud' It twtti ,11"11 h,u,., 1 Yuu &..un I b, du ~II Us At ~ 
appumtrd t1.1th uur All You <:ara f..0.1 Ru/f,1 fill 27! .. 7710 
\11ur plar, as oflr,i a, )'ou ""1r1' /ur urah 12 IJ\ al 
J 1,nrh urul I 1 91 Qf /Jinn.,, 
Ne" llour" 
Everything We Serve GOLDEN 
Can Be Taken Out 
TEMPLE 
l.unl•h 11:]0--l Dinner 5:011-11:00 
150 Ithaca Common, 
... 
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Announcements-Announcements 
The Ithaca College Crisis & Coun-
selling Center ,:ext 158) handles phone 
and walk-in clients. Call 274-3158 or 
visit the Center (West Tower 
,Basement). Hour,: 6:30 pm-7:30 am 
•"'.'ceknights, 24 hours on weekends. 
Exhibits 
Ari Exhibition 
Studies of Free Line 
By Lori Nissan 
Fordtfall Lobby 
Oct.23-Nov 17 
Smedlcy's Gallery presents "Letters of 
recommendation" soft sculpture by 
Susan Andrews November 3-29 at 
Smedlcy's Gallery 119 E. Buffalo 
Street Monday-Friday 10-6 and Satur-
day 10-5. 
Peace Corps/Vista 
Smedley's Gallery presents "Letters of Recommendation" soft sculpture by 
Susan Andrew_s 'November 3-29 (!t ~medley's Gallery I 19 E. Buffalo Street 
.Community Service SER~ICES 
MONDAY-THURSDAY 
2 PM-4.PM 
Buy one beer, get one ~ 
with the purchase 
of any food item.• 
·only for 
eat-in customers 
with college I.D. 
persons and commumues where 
resources and skills arc limited.'' 
"More volunteer projects will be 
focused on food production, fisherie,, 
village water and irrigation system,, 
nutrition education, health care and 
ba,1c education,'' says Sullivan. 
"There will 5till be Peace Corps 
volunteers teaching math, ,cience, and 
Engli,h, but they will also have respon-
,ibilities in helping to develop the 
communities in which they live. 
"For VISTA," says Neil Carter, 
another Peace Corps/VISTA recruiter 
in Rochester, "the ne" d1rec11t111, .ill' 
in helping to develop leadership and 
sclf-5ufficiency amon!,! llm-mrnme 
group, and commumties. 
Thmc interested in ,crving III Peace 
Corps or VISTA muq be U.S ..:1111e11, 
(Peace Corp,) or permanent rc,idem ,. 
18 yeaVi of age, ,inglc or married w11h 
no dependent,, and Ill good hcahh 
There is no upper limit for ,ervi<.:e in 
cllher of the programs, and retired 
persom arc encouraged to apply their 
liletime of experience III these 
program,. 
HERE 
WE 
ARE! ·-
:'. 
"?-~'" 
..._,/· THESE SALE NEXTTO 
TOPS 
Supermarket 
~ ~ 
-- ~ ITEMS ARE 
,,._~"t GOODATOUR:,· · ·· .. '..:'· .. 
.. -~.:--·.·:. . .... · ... ,·, ., .. ,., ........ SALESTARTSTODAY! 1n · and continues thru to 
~ Sunday, November 16, 1980. 
We're Carls ... and we have the cosmetic and 
fragrance department that will make you say,'' WOW''! 
r ---------~---------~-~-.., VALUABLE COUPON • VALUABLE COUPON I VALUABLE COUPO~ 
I s1.oo OFF I s1.00 OFF I s1.00 OFF 1 
II row ARD vouR PURCHASE OF 13.00 I row ARD vouR PURCHASE OF S3.oo I 6~%~f/0~u::V~?t~i~~~!t
0;~ 1
1 OR MORE OF ANY REVLON COSMETIC OR MORE OF ANY L'~REAL Cosmetic I 
not on sale! 
OR FRAGRANCE That is not on sale! or Make-up that is no~ on sale! 
I REVLDN .. I COREAC I p~~~T~LI I 
I THIS COUPON EXPIRES ON SUNDAY, I THIS COUPON EXPIRES ON SUNDAY, THIS COUPON EXPIRES ON SUNDAY, I NOVEMBER 23, 1980 AND IS VALID ONLY NOVEMBER 23, 1980 ANO IS VALID ONLY 1NOVEMBER 23, 1980 AND IS VALID ONLY a AT OUR 710 S. Meadow St., Ithaca Store! I AT OUR 710 S. Meadow St., Ithaca Store. AT OUR 710 S. Meadow St., Ithaca Store. I 
_________ ... _______ -------
_Jll. Rtvl~n:!n~;,.RLIE 
r-~~-~11 or JONTUE I · t .6-ounce Size , _ ~{ SPRAY COLOGNES 
. .(_, . .· 
... ~~-----~~~,c~~~~e 2·· 
Grand 
Opening Limit 2 
Special! Please 
Regular 
5.99 
Regular 
13.99 
lfll!al'l~ll1il··.:::~~•·~-•·~~~~~f1c~is_:~·3······•.:c•·•-:·•·.-_.····•·-_. 
&.PACK &.PACK &.PACK 
GENESEE MOLSONS BEE_R ORTLIEB 
BEER or GOLDEN ALE BEER 
12-ounce Cans 
-44 
C. 
12-ounce N.R. Btls. 
09 
12-ounce N.R. Btls. 
C 
WISE "Ridgies" 
POTATO CHIPS 
7-oz. Ridgies, 6½-oz. Sour Cream 
& Onion, 6-oz. Zesty Onion or 
5-oz. Barbecue ... reguiar 99c 
.....,._·c~~~;e49c 
Each Umit4 
..,._....____. · Please 
Limit 2 
Pleas~ 
"THE HOlTEST GAME IN TOWN" 
DELUXE 
BACKGAMMON SET 
IN ATIACHE' CASE 
• Set includes, 2 pair of dice, 2 dice 
cups, 30 playing chips (brown-& white), 
1 doubling cube, instruction booklet 
RegularJJJ 
10.88 
· "UNO" 
Card Game 
• 2 to 10 players 
•Ages 7 to adult 
R~gula~ 1''--3.79 
Join the CARLS CROWD at 710 South Meadow St 
